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CREATIVE ECONOMY

DEBUNKING 
THE CREATIVE 
ECONOMY MYTH
The creative economy is as much about 
architects as it is about artists, programmers 
as it is about potters, it is beyond bohemians 
and includes brokers; stock, insurance, 
real-estate and more. 

Most of  all it is about a new high growth 
part of  our economy and the highest paying 
wage category in Ontario and globally, with 
low unemployment rates - yes even during 
recessionary times. The creative economy has 
great potential in Southwestern Ontario and  
it is your community’s portal to prosperity!



CREATIVE OCCUPATIONS
The creative economy employs people who are paid to think. They are often analytical 
and explore many possibilities in order to reach viable solutions in their day to day 
work. Below are the categories of  creative workers in your community who fuel the 
creative economy.
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THE CREATIVE ECONOMY 
IS INDUSTRY AGNOSTIC 
AND KNOWS NO BOUNDS
Some industry categories have a greater concentration of  creative occupations and 
some have fewer. However, creativity knows no bounds and has infiltrated every 
part of  the economy.

THE CREATIVE ECONOMY 
IS PERVASIVE



CREATIVE 
INDUSTRIES
While the creative economy is pervasive, 
it is concentrated in a number of  
businesses that are categorized as 
creative industries.
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New jobs will be in creativity-oriented and
routine-oriented service occupations

WHERE IS IT 
HEADING?
The creative economy is a high growth 
sector and is expected to contribute 42% of  
the new jobs over the next decade.

Source: Martin Prosperity Institute and Institute for Competitiveness & Prosperity 
analysis based on data from U.S. Bureau of Labor Statistics, Occupational 
Employment Projections (2006-2016)



WHAT’S IT 
WORTH?
The creative economy pays significantly 
more than the next wage category!

It employs 35% of  the work force and 
pays 51% of  the wages in Ontario.
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HUMAN 
CAPITAL 
INTENSIVE!
The creative economy is human capital 
intensive keeping our people at work and 
seeing the largest percentage of  job 
creation growth over the previous decade.
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STABLE 
EMPLOYMENT 
OPPORTUNITIES
The creative economy is relatively stable. Creative 
occupations’ unemployment peaked at just over 4% 
during the last recession, a similar outcome is expected 
during this recession.
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New 
[Please add Note and Source under chart] 
Note: The LFS produces information of number of unemployed, the 
unemployment rate and the labour force by industry and occupation. The 
basis for these categories is industry or occupation of last job for those 
currently unemployed who have held a job in the previous year.  
Source: : Martin Prosperity Institute for Competitiveness & Prosperity 
analysis based on data from Statistics Canada, Labour Force Survey micro 
data for the month of April. 
End New 
 
Location, Location, Location 

 

Eastern Ontario is in the heart of the largest economy in Canada, the 5th 
largest in North America and 12th largest in the world (page 53 Who’s Your 
City - Richard Florida 2008). This geographic position presents tremendous 
mega-region trading opportunties in the new creative economy. 
 
 
 
 
 
[tyring to get a cleaner version of this] 
New – have sent something today – not sure if it’s right? 
 
 

Note: The LFS produces information of number of unemployed, the unemployment 
rate and the labour force by industry and occupation. The basis for these categories is 
industry or occupation of last job for those currently unemployed who have held a job in 
the previous year. 

Source: : Martin Prosperity Institute for Competitiveness & Prosperity analysis based on 
data from Statistics Canada, Labour Force Survey micro data for the month of April.



LOCATION 
LOCATION 
LOCATION
Southwestern Ontario is 
straddling two mega regions. 
The Tor-Buff  Chester mega 
region the largest economy in 
Canada and 5th largest in North 
America, and Chi- Pitts the 2nd 
largest in North America
This geographic position presents 
tremendous mega-region trading 
opportunities in the new  
creative economy.

*  page 53 Who’s Your City - Richard Florida, 2008 



CULTURAL 
RESOURCES
Cultural resources play a key role in 
enhancing quality of  place and enhancing 
local creative economies. Municipal 
cultural planning is a tool for leveraging 
these assets and building a competitive 
advantage in a local creative economy. 

PLACE MATTERS
In a creative economy place matters. Just as infrastructure 
and taxes are a competitive advantage for classic industrial 
development, quality of  place and lifestyle amenities are 
competitive advantages to develop the creative economy. 
Southwestern Ontario’s great outdoors, small town and  
rural charm and its warm people offers wonderful lifestyle  
qualities the creative class desires.

8
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ENHANCING TRADING 
RELATIONSHIPS 
BETWEEN URBAN, 
SMALL TOWN AND 
RURAL COMMUNITIES
Straddling two mega regions, creative potential and prosperity is right at 
our finger tips! Southwestern Ontario’s quality of  place, combined with it’s 
geographic position and creative economy base positions it very well to 
grow and excel at building the creative economy. Our small town and rural 
economies are already trading with our urban neighbours. Our opportunity is 
to strengthen and build these “right next door” trading relationships.

 
 



LOW BARRIERS  
TO ENTRY
Growing the creative economy can occur one small business at a time, attracting  
multi-nationals and everything in between. Both large and small communities 
in Southwestern Ontario are well positioned to grow this part of  their economy. 

THE TIME 
IS NOW!
Southwestern Ontario is an 
emerging creative economy 
surrounded by large creative 
economy trading partners. 
The  Premier of  Ontario  recently 
commissioned a $2.2 million dollar 
study called “Ontario in the Creative 
Age”* outlining the power and 
potential of  this growing part of  
the economy.  Provincial and Federal 
governments have released over a 
billion dollars in funds in recent 
budgets to further develop this high 
growth economic category.  
With the shifting economy, now 
is the perfect time to focus on 
this new, high growth emerging 
economic direction.
*www.martinprosperity.org/projects/project/ontario-
in-the-creative-age.



COLLABORATION 
IS KEY
We must work together in order to succeed! Now, with this 
action plan, Southwestern Ontario is poised to capitalize  
on growing its creative economy. 
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1 Introduction 

1.1 What is the Creative Economy? 
The creative economy is an economy driven by knowledge and innovation - by people paid to think; it is 
as much about architects as artists, programmers as potters, bohemians as brokers, entertainers as 
entrepreneurs. The creative economy is industry-agnostic and employs creative workers who work 
across all industries and sectors – including manufacturing and agriculture.  

1.2 Southwestern Region’s Strengths – Central Location and Quality of 
Place 

The Southwestern region of Ontario is partially located within the “Tor-Buff-Chester” Mega Region and 
positioned just outside of the “Chi Pitts” Mega Region. The “Tor-Buff-Chester” Mega mega-region 
generates in excess of $530 billion or roughly 50 per cent of Canada’s gross domestic product (GDP) with 
a population of 22 million people, making it the largest economic engine of Canada, it is the 5th

We know that creative people put value on quality of life; they will trade wages for amenities. 
Southwestern Ontario offers a different lifestyle, which includes both larger centres in the form of London, 
Kitchener-Waterloo and to a lesser extent Windsor. It also offers a slower pace and greater opportunity 
for interaction and community. We offer: affordable and available housing; safe neighbourhoods; strong 
cultural and recreational amenities; picturesque landscapes and natural beauty; a unique rich history and 
culture, and more.  

 largest 
mega-region in North America. The “Chi-Pitts” mega-region is impressively larger with $1.6 Trillion GDP 
and 46 Million people, it is the 2nd largest mega-region in North America. Detroit, which is part of this 
mega-region, is the closest physical entry point to this market. 

What Does the Data Tell Us?  

• There are less creative workers in Southwestern Ontario (28.7%) compared to the province 
(34.7%) and a higher percentage of working and agricultural class workers (28.3% and 3.9%, 
respectively). Creative industries comprise 7.9% of the business establishments as compared to 
14.4% for Ontario as a whole. 

• In Southwestern Ontario, creative economy jobs grew by 29.0% between 1996 and 2006  

• Overall, there is a smaller share of workers in Southwestern Ontario employed in ‘creative’ 
occupations relative to the province as whole 

• Wage levels in Southwestern Ontario are somewhat lower than the average of the province as a 
whole, while employment rates in the region are somewhat higher when compared to the 
province in general 

• While not growing as fast as larger urban areas, small urban centres in Southwestern Ontario are 
growing at a much faster pace (23.9%) in creative economy employment than the provincial 
average (14.2%) 

• Small urban areas of Southwestern Ontario have nearly an identical rate of creative industry 
establishments (6.4%) when compared to small urban areas in the province (6.7%) 
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• Despite these growth factors, Southwestern Ontario’s share of creative occupations and business 
establishments are far fewer than the results of the province as a whole  

Our Biggest Challenge – Lack of Connectivity 

• Digital connectivity – there is uneven broadband access across the region; this reduces the 
capacity for people to work at a distance from larger centres and reduces connections and 
interaction inside the region. Solving the digital divide will go a long way to growing the creative 
economy. 

• Social connectivity – many creatives work independently and often from home making them 
somewhat invisible – to one another and to the larger community. Creative work thrives when 
people ‘bump into’ one another generating new ideas, products and services. Fostering networks 
and connectivity in creative industries with creative workers is needed both within and across 
communities in Eastern Ontario. 

• Business connectivity – the vast majority of creative businesses are small and medium sized 
enterprises (SME’s) requiring collaboration and shared investment. Creative economy work often 
results in short term project teams assembling and disassembling – not unlike the Hollywood 
model where skilled workers collaborate on a movie and then disband, repeating this cycle over 
and over again. Business networking is required to form these new collapsible alliances. 

Strategies  

• Southwestern Ontario - to consider becoming part of a yet to be formed provincial creative 
economy alliance.  

• Better coordination of stakeholders - all of us have roles to play and we must align these 
energies and resources. 

• Nurturing and supporting talent – creative occupations and creative industries already exist in 
Southwestern Ontario – we need to develop plans to support its growth. 

• Place branding and marketing – Southwestern Ontario needs a coherent image and identity to 
sell itself to the world. 

• Creative industry mapping – an opportunity exists to establish a mapping system for Ontario that 
would allow all communities to build better information on local creative and cultural assets. 

Recommendations  

The report makes a series of recommendations about specific actions that must be taken by multiple 
stakeholders working at different levels: 

• Southwestern Ontario 

• Local Municipalities and stakeholders 

• The Government of Ontario 
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Next Steps  

• Distribute the report and community-specific data analysis to all project stakeholders,  

• Distribute the report widely through our multiple networks, 

• Strengthen the effectiveness of the Southwestern region by full participation of its members and 
lastly; 

• Define priorities – begin plan implementation 
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2 Background  
The innovation and knowledge-based economy has become a major driver of economic growth in urban 
areas around the world. As a result, the roles of cities and regions in the global economy are being 
redefined and reshaped. The emerging transformation is as significant and as challenging as the 
transformation made from agriculture to industry. Most significant is the move away from jobs based on 
physical activity or repetitive tasks to ones that require analytical skills and judgement.  

Central to this paradigm shift is the fact that creativity, knowledge and innovation, and access to 
information have become the key to driving economic growth and promoting economic development in a 
globalized economy. Creativity in this context refers to the formulation of new ideas and the application of 
these ideas to scientific inventions, technological innovations and works of art across all aspects of 
today’s economy. 

While cities play an important role in this shifting economy, there is growing evidence of the impact that a 
creative economy can exert on suburban, small town and rural communities. In recognition of the 
economic development potential that creative industries represent to Eastern Ontario, the Eastern Ontario 
CFDC Network Inc., with the support of Prince Edward/Lennox & Addington Community Futures 
Development Corporation (grant host) and the Creative Economy Sector Team of Ontario East Economic 
Development Commission, embarked on an exercise to demonstrate the size and magnitude of the 
region’s creative economy, resulting in an action- oriented strategy and plan that will capitalize on these 
high-paying, high-growth industries. 

Seeking to understand their creative economies, a collective of communities in Southwestern Ontario, as 
well as Durham Region, piggybacked on this undertaking. The outcome is three studies: one for Eastern 
Ontario, one for Southwestern Ontario and one for Durham Region, all of which share a common goal 
and format.  

The lead study for Eastern Ontario was completed in June 2009 and the Durham Region study was 
completed in August. This report for Southwestern Ontario is a modified version of the Eastern Ontario 
report, adapted to and highlighting the region’s creative economy.  

When complete, these three studies will form the basis from which Ontario communities can work towards 
building stronger, more vibrant and dynamic creative economies both independently and through 
collaborative efforts, as suggested in the recommendations section of this report. 

2.1 Purpose of the Study  
Few are debating the realities of the industrial economy’s decline in developed nations around the world, 
and the emergence of the innovation, knowledge and creative economy. These three initial projects are 
intended as the first in a series of steps that will prepare Eastern Ontario, Southwestern Ontario and 
Durham Region to capitalize on the economic growth potential and wealth creation associated with the 
region’s creative economy. The larger opportunity is for these three groups to work together and engage 
other communities along the way to foster collaboration and engagement of other key stakeholders, to 
realize the vision of fully capitalizing on the wealth creation potential of the creative economy regardless 
of their urban, suburban, small town or rural nature. The recommendations, while addressing individual 
municipal or jurisdictional needs, speak to the need for greater collaboration between regions, key 
stakeholders and all levels of government. 
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2.2 Key Objectives  
The key objectives of the study are as follows:   

i. To define the creative economy in Southwestern Ontario, both quantitatively and qualitatively, by 
assessing the size and output of the economy, establishing industry and occupational categories 
that reflect the specific realities of the creative economy in the region, and to analyze and 
compare regional clusters and strengths; 

ii. To complete an assessment of strategic opportunities and challenges of growth and development 
of the creative industries in Southwestern Ontario; and 

iii. To define an initial action plan and set of tools that will support the development of the creative 
economy and assist key stakeholders and decision makers to position local and regional 
economies accordingly. 

iv. The formal study boundaries for Southwestern are illustrated by the solid black line in Figure 1 
below. 

Figure 1 - Southwestern Ontario Study Boundaries   

 

Source: Statistic Canada: Census of Population, 2006 

The discussion contained in this report has broadened out of two insights: first, creative urban, small town 
and rural economic development cannot be undertaken in isolation, but rather, must be seen in the 
context of larger regional perspectives and strategies that connect rural and urban areas; and second, 
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creative cultural resources and enterprise must be seen in the context of a larger set of creative industries 
and occupations.  

This report provides an understanding of the creative economy as it relates to the Southwestern Ontario 
region and its relative position within in the Province of Ontario. Consideration of the province’s 
competitive position in the context of a much larger “mega-region”1

Figure 2 – North American Mega regions  

 (extending from London to Quebec 
City and including the economies of Upper New York State) is also of relevance, as this area generates in 
excess of $530 billion or roughly 50 per cent of Canada’s gross domestic product (GDP), making it the 
largest economic engine of Canada (Figure 2).  

 

Source: www.rotman.utoronto.ca  

 

 

 

 

 

                                                      
1 The Martin Prosperity Institute, The Rise of the Mega region, October 2007  

http://www.rotman.utoronto.ca/�
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Connecting Creative Urban and Rural Economies within Southwestern Ontario and the Mega-Region 

Southwestern Ontario’s inclusion as part the “Tor-Buff-Chester” Mega Region along with its position just 
outside of the “Chi Pitts” Mega Region provides the unique opportunity to drive a greater level of local and 
regional economic growth in the creative economy of its small town and rural communities. This, coupled 
with the presence of creative economic census metropolitan areas (CMAs) in the form of London, 
Kitchener-Waterloo and to a lesser extent Windsor, should enable a significant number of communities in 
Southwestern Ontario, both rural and urban, to expand their own creative economies and leverage their 
quality of place and location by developing trading relationships across jurisdictions, within the immediate 
mega-region, with major urban centres of Toronto, Ottawa and Montreal and with other key mega-regions 
such as “Chi-Pitts” and “Bos-Wash” (Figures 3 and 4). 

Figure 3 – Toronto – Ottawa – Montreal Mega-region 

 

Source: www.rotman.utoronto.ca  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

http://www.rotman.utoronto.ca/�
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Figure 4 - Southwestern Ontario’s Creative Economy Strategic Position 

 

Source: Statistics Canada: Census of Population, 2006 

2.3 Approach  
In completing this report, the project team has considered a wealth of published material that details the 
emergence and impact of the creative industries in the United States, the United Kingdom and Canada.  

In addition the project team has also relied on published material from the Martin Prosperity Institute and 
Dr. Richard Florida, including the most recent report to the Province of Ontario – Ontario in the Creative 
Age. This study, which was completed in February 2009 looked at the changing composition of Ontario’s 
economy and workforce and provided recommendations to the Province on how to ensure the Province’s 
economy and its workforce remain globally competitive and prosperous.   

Following a similar approach to that which was undertaken for the Province, the baseline analysis and 
creative economy profile contained in the report has been derived from Statistics Canada population 
census data and incorporates Canadian Business Patterns data and National Occupational Codes data 
for Southwestern Ontario.  

In developing an understanding of the potential the creative economy represents to the region’s local 
economies, a limited consultation process was also undertaken. In April 2009, Southwestern Ontario’s 
economic development community was invited to a focus group discussion in Ingersoll, Ontario. The 
session attracted communities and organizations from across the region including economic development 
and tourism professionals and representatives from local CFDC’s. The group discussed the issues and 
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challenges communities face in supporting and enhancing the creative economy at a local and sub-
regional level. The group also explored policy considerations that would enable the further development 
of its creative economy and the means by which to make this happen.  

The outcome of this focus group meeting is a framework for understanding the impact and relevance of 
the creative economy in Southwestern Ontario. The resulting action plan and next steps represent a 
starting point for Southwestern Ontario to drive discussion and investment in the region’s creative 
industries and its supporting infrastructure, and position local communities to capitalize on opportunities 
presented by the emergence of the creative age. 
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3 Understanding the Creative Economy  
Imagine standing at the transition from the agrarian economy to the beginning of the industrial revolution 
and being able to see the economic transformation that lay ahead. Now imagine the economic 
opportunities that vision would have represented. The shift today to a creative economy represents a 
similar historical moment – and opportunity. In this respect Southwestern Ontario has demonstrated 
leadership in undertaking a study that will both quantify and qualify its emerging creative economy as a 
foundation for a proactive, action-oriented strategy to capitalize on this high paying, high growth industry 
sector.  

3.1 Shifts in Economic Activity  
Over the course of human history there have been essentially three major waves of economic 
development.  

Agrarian

Industrial Revolution 
1950 AD - forseeable future Innovation/Knowledge/Creative Economy 

Eva Klein: Three Waves of Economic Activity 

8500 BC - 1850 AD

1850 AD - 1950 AD

 

During the first wave, economic history was tied to Agriculture, where for the most part a major portion of 
the economy, employment, daily life and wealth was tied to the agrarian economy.  

A major shift occurred with the advent of the Industrial Revolution, when industry flourished. The rise of 
the industrial revolution saw the role of wealth creation in the agrarian sector decline dramatically. The 
industrial revolution saw the creation of cities, centralized labour, mass production and the mass creation 
of wealth using human labour as the engine of growth.  

Just as the wealth creation and overall agrarian economy was displaced by the power and wealth creation 
of the industrial revolution, we find ourselves once again in the cross hairs of change with innovation and 
knowledge, or what is referred to as the Creative Economy transforming global and local economies. We 
have witnessed huge employment gains, wealth creation and a fundamental shift in the economy with the 
emergence of companies like Apple, Microsoft, Google and Canada’s own RIM (who as this action plan 
was being written was hiring 3,000 creative workers).2

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

                                                      
2 Financial Post, August 18, 2009, http://www.financialpost.com/newssectors/story.html?id=1902993 
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3.2 Defining the Creative Economy  
The Creative Economy is driven by ideas, innovation, knowledge, collaboration and creativity. It employs 
people who are paid to think.  

Leveraging growth in the creative economy in Southwestern Ontario requires us to look at local 
economies through three lenses. This is illustrated in the following diagram.  

 

Figure 5 - Creative Economy 

 

Creative Economy  

This is the big picture. The creative economy is about a major shift in the structure of the global economy 
—from one based on the production of goods to a more knowledge-based economy driven by ideas and 
innovation. Jobs in the creative economy are those in which people are paid to think. These jobs exist 
across all sectors, including agriculture and manufacturing. In 2006, the creative economy consisted of 
34.7 per cent of Ontario’s labour force and 28.7 per cent of Southwestern Ontario’s labour force. 

Creative workers are often analytical and explore many possibilities in order to reach viable solutions in 
their day-to-day work. The following is a chart of categories of creative workers in your community who 
fuel the creative economy. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 6 

Figure 7 

Figure 8 
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Considering the economy in accordance with the work people do, rather than the industries in which they 
work, is a key creative economy concept. These creative occupations, as they are now referred to, 
include scientists and technologists, artists and entertainers, as well as managers and analysts. Figure 6 
provides a more detailed illustration of the range of creative occupations that contribute to the creative 
economy.   

Figure 6 - Creative Occupations3

Senior Management Specialist Managers Managers: Retail trade, 
food and 

accommodation

Other Managers

Business and Finance 
Professionals

Finance and Insurance 
Administration

 Natural and Applied 
Sciences

Technical Occupations 
Natural and Applied 

Sciences
Health Professionals Nurse Supervisors and 

Registered Nurses
Technical Health 

Related Occupations
Judges and Lawyers

Psychologists and 
Social Workers

Ministers of Religion 
and Program Officers

Teachers and 
Professors

Professional 
Occupations in Art and 

Culture
Technical Occupations 

Art
Technical Occupations 

Culture 
Technical Occupations 

Recreation 
Technical Occupations 

Sport

  

 

Defining the economy by the work people do is different than the conventional way of defining it by the 
labour force associated with a select industries. As noted above, somebody may be working in a 
traditional industry - such as the auto industry - but is not necessarily working on the assembly line in a 
working-class occupation.  

The Creative Economy is industry neutral and knows no boundaries; creative occupations have infiltrated 
every part of the economy. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

                                                      
3 Please see Appendix II for a complete list of creative occupations and corresponding definitions 
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Creative Industries  

While the creative economy is pervasive, it is concentrated in a number of businesses that are 
categorized as creative industries. 

Within this “big picture” of the economy, we can look at specific business establishments and occupations 
—the creative industries. In these industries, economic activity is typified by value and wealth generated 
by ideas and intellectual property. These industries include: 

Figure 7 – Creative Industries4

Advertising Architecture Artists
Business Consulting Design Education

Engineering Film Games
Heritage Marketing Museums
Music Performing Arts Photographic Services

Public Relations Publishing Radio & Television
Web & Software

 

 

When the area of Southwestern Ontario is examined, the creative industry comprises 7.9% of the 
business establishments as compared to 14.4% for Ontario as a whole. This is discussed further in 
section 5 of the report. However, it should be noted that this is a significant lag, if not addressed and 
corrected could leave Southwestern Ontario in an economically vulnerable position moving forward

Creative Cultural Industries 

 as 
this is where higher wage, higher growth economic opportunities lie. 

Drilling down inside the creative industries, we find the creative cultural industries - those sectors in which 
creative cultural expression is at the core. These creative cultural industries are among the fastest 
growing of all the creative industries in many jurisdictions throughout Canada.  

Statistics Canada has defined creative cultural industries5

Figure 8 – Creative Cultural Industries  

 as including:  

Advertising and Related Services Agents and Promoters of Performing Arts 
and Entertainers

Architecture and Related Services

Independent Artists, Writers and 
Performers

Motion Picture and Video Production Newspaper, Periodical, Book and Database 
Publishing

Performing Arts Companies Radion and TV Broadcastin, Pay/Specialty 
TV and Program Distribution

Software and New Media Publishing

Sound Recording Specialized Design Services (Graphic, 
Industrial, Interior, Fashion, Other)  

                                                      
4 Please see Appendix I for a complete list of creative occupations 
5 Cultural Statistics Program, Statistics Canada. Canadian Framework for Cultural Statistics, 2004  
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The Conference Board of Canada estimates that the economic footprint of Canada’s creative cultural 
industries in 2007 was as follows:  

• $84.6 billion or 7.4% of GDP (direct, indirect and induced contributions); $46 billion (direct impact) 

• 1.1 million jobs or 3.9% of Canada’s jobs (direct, indirect, and induced contributions); 616,000 
(direct impact) 

In a dynamic environment of global competition, demographic change and migration; Canada’s culture 
sector plays a critical role in attracting people, businesses and investment; stimulating creativity and 
innovation; and distinguishing Canada as an exciting place where people can celebrate their heritage and 
achieve personal and professional fulfillment. The Conference Board also argues that the creative 
economy extends beyond the culture sector to harness creativity and bring about positive social and 
economic changes across a broad spectrum of industries, sectors and social organizations. 

3.3 Ontario in a Creative Age  
The depth and magnitude of economic change facing Southwestern Ontario and across the province was 
brought into sharp focus in the report, Ontario in the Creative Age released in February 2009. This report 
commissioned by Ontario Premier Dalton McGuinty to establish a vision for Ontario’s economy, was 
written by Roger Martin, Dean of the Rotman School of Management at the University of Toronto and Dr. 
Richard Florida, Director of the Martin Prosperity Institute at the Rotman School. The power of its 
message was driven home by the fact that in the same month it was released, Ontario reported the loss 
of a further 35,000 jobs in manufacturing continuing a trend illustrated in figure 9. 

Figure 9 – Manufacturing’s Decline 6
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Source: Prince Edward County Economic Development Department, 2009 

 

                                                      
6 Adapted from “The Rise of the Creative Class”, 2002 
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The challenge facing Ontario is more than the current economic downturn – as serious as that is. It is the 
rise of a new economic system, a system that requires fundamentally different ideas and strategies to 
Ontario’s prosperity in the future. While the challenges are great, so are the opportunities (figure 10).  

“Ontario is well positioned to prosper in this economic system with its unrivalled 
advantages: rich natural resource areas, wealth of human talent, strong social 
infrastructure, breadth and depth of higher education; unprecedented diversity, generally 
safe cities and neighbourhoods, thriving creative and cultural industries, and more. But 
leveraging these advantages requires a new set of economic assumptions and more 
aggressive strategies that both strengthen and sustain the creative economy across the 
province”.7

Figure 10  - The Rise of the Creative Class
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Source: Prince Edward County Economic Development Department, 2009 

3.4 Place Matters 
Richard Florida famously coined the ‘Three-T’s’ of Technology, Talent and Tolerance to define the 
conditions for success in the creative economy. Recently he added a fourth T - Territory - to signal the 
critical role played by quality of place in attracting people, talent and investment. Quality of place 
encompasses a range of factors. The first is location. Southwestern Ontario’s central location provides 
easy access to the Mega-Region that includes Toronto, London, the Kitchener/Waterloo technology 
triangle & creative hub, and a short commute to the United States and the Chi-Pitts Mega-Region. The 
area enjoys major transportation links and connections (rail and access to highway 401). 

Other significant quality of life attractors include: short commutes between urban and rural areas; a 
concentration of post-secondary institutions; strong cultural, recreation and natural amenities; walkable 
and safe downtowns; a lower cost of living; unspoiled natural environment; broadband connectivity among 
others. 
                                                      
7 Roger Martin and Richard Florida. Ontario in the Creative Age: Toward a New Economic Blueprint, 2009t 
8 Adapted from the Rise of the Creative Class, 2002 
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Dr. Florida’s research demonstrates that where creative people choose to live is as important a decision 
to them as their job, personal finances and choice of spouse or partner. Creative workers are highly 
mobile; they can choose where to live. We know that creative people place high value on quality of life; 
they will trade wages for amenities.  

Paradoxically, in a global world, place has become more, not less important. People want to live in 
distinctive places with unique characters and identities. Southwestern Ontario has a rich 200 year plus 
history, an enormous stock of heritage buildings, picturesque landscapes and natural assets. The region’s 
quality of place is a major factor that supports the attraction of creative workers and enables the region to 
build on its emerging creative economic strengths.  

3.4.1 Municipal Cultural Planning  
Aware of the importance of culture and quality of place to local economic development, more 
municipalities across Ontario are turning to a new approach to local and regional cultural development 
called municipal cultural planning (MCP). Municipal cultural planning is:  

The strategic and integrated planning of cultural resources for economic and community development.  

Municipal Cultural Planning Partnership  

A strong indication of growing interest in MCP in government and across the province is the Municipal 
Cultural Planning Partnership (MCPP). MCPP is a broad coalition of seven provincial ministries9

MCP embraces a broad definition of cultural resources that connect culture and place.  

, the 
Association of Municipalities of Ontario, individual municipalities, cultural service organizations (e.g., 
Ontario Library Association, Ontario Presenters Network, etc.) and the University of Waterloo. The 
partnership is dedicated to advancing MCP across the province as a tool for building local economies 
through creativity and culture and for strengthening quality of place.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

                                                      
9 Culture; Municipal Affairs and Housing; Economic Development; Tourism; Citizenship; Ontario Ministry of Agricultural and Rural 
Affairs (OMAFRA); Northern Development and Mines) 
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Figure 11 - Cultural Resources10 

 

 

3.4.2 Cultural Mapping  
A major tool in MCP is cultural mapping. Cultural mapping is simply a systematic approach to identifying 
and recording information on cultural resources. There are two dimensions to mapping: 

• Resource Mapping – identifying and recording physical (or tangible) cultural resources making 
use of GIS tools and platforms; 

• Community Identity Mapping – exploring ‘intangible cultural resources’ – the unique histories, 
values, traditions and stories that combine to define a community’s identity and sense of place.  
 

The importance of cultural resource mapping as a planning and economic development tool is gaining 
greater attention and profile in Ontario. In June 2009, the Martin Prosperity Institute and the City of 
Toronto convened Placing Creativity, an international conference of leading thinkers and practitioners in 
cultural mapping. The conference explored ways in which cultural mapping can help better connect 
creativity and place. The vision of the conference embraced the larger definition of creative industries but 
with a primary focus on creative cultural industries.  

 

 

                                                      
10 Authenticity, 2009 
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3.4.3 Cultural Mapping and Place Branding  
Defining and communicating a community’s unique identity and sense of place is a key lever in attracting 
people and investment. Place branding has emerged as a critical local economic development tool. 
Capturing distinctiveness is the essence of any brand. But identifying the most authentic, meaningful 
culture and identity assets in any given locale is a challenge. Community identity mapping provides tools 
for taking stock of the stories and sense of place that can feed the place branding process.  

A lesson can be found in the Region of Niagara. An economic forum in early 2008 called NiagaraPalooza 
provided a sobering assessment of the region’s economic challenges as well as a celebration of its 
emerging strengths in the creative economy. One of the major challenges identified for the region was the 
lack of any coherent brand. While Niagara enjoyed global name recognition due to the Falls, the larger 
story of the region was fractured and confusing.  

The result was a place branding strategy called Niagara Originals.11

For tourists, Niagara’s abundance of “original” experiences includes everything from the drama of its great 
physical assets to its theatre and wineries and culinary experiences. The “originals” branding opened up 
opportunities to showcase and package the region’s experiences and products in powerful themes that 
leverage history and culture but connects them to authentic new dimensions of future growth. 

Through a process of research and 
community engagement, what emerged was a strong story of originality. Niagara’s one-of-a-kind 
innovations and attractions have drawn visitors and maverick entrepreneurs from around the globe for 
centuries. Its heritage of visionaries, risk-takers and innovators still inspires the region’s independent, 
creative and cutting-edge entrepreneurs.  

Southwestern Ontario does face similar challenges of a fractured brand identity. The region has many 
unique assets and stories to tell, but these are not being communicated with coherence or impact. A 
place branding strategy to guide the development of a unified marketing message and identity could be a 
powerful tool in attracting creative capital.  

3.4.4 Tools for Building Dynamic Databases of Creative Economy Data 
A challenge faced by all local communities is building and maintaining accurate, reliable “real time” data 
on creative economies. Most existing data on the creative industries and occupations rely on Statistics 
Canada Census data that can be five to seven years old.  Although this data can track broad changes in 
the local creative economy over time, it is of little value in informing current strategies and actions. 
Statistics Canada data also represents aggregated “macro” information on local resources, rather than 
“micro” data on individual businesses and enterprises.  

One model being piloted in several Ontario municipalities has been developed by AuthentiCity in 
collaboration with The Brecken Group. The system collects and merges data from a variety of sources 
including Statistics Canada, local Yellow Pages and other local sources. The system is locally 
administered and continuously updated through a Wiki-based approach involving multiple local 
stakeholders. It features keyword search capacity and cross-indexing to access information, together with 
survey tools to collect and expand information on creative industries and individuals.  

 

 

                                                      
11 Niagara Economic Development Corporation, November 2008,http://www.niagaracanada.com/uploads/NEDC_eNews_Nov08.pdf 
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The latter opens up significant opportunities for building databases with information on local creative 
workers — their skills and competencies, and business development needs. This makes it possible to 
help people find one another in ways that can build partnerships and collaborative enterprises. In a 
creative economy, synergies and collaboration is a major competitive factor.  

3.5 Entrepreneurship in Creative Industries  
The creative cultural industries represent an important part of larger creative economy agendas. They 
also represent one of the fastest-growing sectors in the creative economy in many jurisdictions today. 
Recent research completed for the Ontario Ministry of Culture12

• They share a common pool of highly creative, specialized workers, 

 found a number of common 
characteristics among creative cultural industries: 

• They had important shared linkages to local customers and suppliers, 

• They have a tendency to agglomerate or cluster in particular places, and 

• They have a uniquely urban character. 

As a sector the creative cultural industries are comprised of a few (large) core companies, a small number 
of intermediary mid-sized companies and a multitude of micro-enterprises and freelancers.  

These condition and characteristics mean that people working in these industries must possess a specific 
set of skills and competencies. The nature of these competencies and the training and development 
requirements to further develop them has been the focus of important research in the United Kingdom. 
The Creative Industries Development Agency (CIDA) is a leading creative industry consulting practice in 
the United Kingdom that has written on entrepreneurship in the creative cultural sector. CIDA has also 
completed a major project for the Government of Singapore mapping creative industry competencies (see 
below).  

3.5.1 Creativity across the Economy  
Several larger assumptions about the nature of creative work underpin the analysis of entrepreneurship. 
The first is the uniqueness of the creative cultural industries in establishing emotional connections 
between consumers and products (think Apple); this must be acknowledged as both a unique contribution 
and feature of the sector.  

A second overarching issue raised based on CIDA’s work is the challenge of creating innovation networks 
across many disciplines. These networks include both general open-ended innovation (not specific to a 
product) and more specific product or service-related innovation. An example cited of the first is work 
CIDA has undertaken in China where a creative hub is being proposed in a traditional industrial zone, a 
place where workers do manual labour with relatively little creativity or value added contribution. The 
premise is that placing the creative hub in the middle of this zone will stimulate creativity broadly and add 
value and energy to routine-based jobs. 

 

                                                      
12 Gertler, M. and Vinodrai, T. (2007) Measuring the Creative Economy: The Structure and Economic Performance of Ontario’s 
Creative, Cultural and New Media Clusters 
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3.5.2 Skills and Knowledge Development Needs Among Creative Entrepreneurs  
In terms of specific talents, competencies and development needs of creative entrepreneurs, the study 
found the following:  

• People working in the sector are driven by the work itself – by the act of creation. This is true 
whether we are talking about designers, software developers, musicians, filmmakers, performers 
or fine artists. In this situation the setting up of a business is always secondary to the creation of 
the work.  

• This means that leadership and management, human resource development, planning and 
strategy and other core management competencies are often underdeveloped. 

• For the same reason, the creative entrepreneur will rarely go out and do market research in a 
time-honoured fashion to test his/her product.  

• Many entrepreneurs share a high level of nervousness about financial risk partly due to the small 
(and often precarious) nature of the business but also because of a lack of confidence in 
business and financial management.  

3.5.3 Singapore Creative Sector Competency Research  
CIDA has completed a major research project for Singapore which they describe as the most strategically 
focused government agency they have ever worked with. Several years ago the national government 
decided that as a small country with few natural resources their primary asset base was people and 
talent. The creative cultural industries is one of the most important and rapidly growing industries into 
which they are currently investing huge resources.  

The government assumes that undergraduate university is not primary about learning tasks or a trade but 
teaching people to think creatively; they believe building expertise is often more about work-based 
learning. Consequently they contracted CIDA to define the core competencies across 600 creative sector 
jobs. 

The competency analysis is being used to define job standards in specific creative sector jobs to guide 
job descriptions and performance measurement. The analysis is also providing evidence-based input to 
universities and colleges in shaping curriculum.  

Ontario in a Creative Age also addressed the new skills and competencies required in the creative 
economy. In this context, consideration should be given by the Government of Ontario to examine the 
results of the Singapore study and their relevance and application in Ontario.  

3.6 Creative Rural Economies  
Ontario in a Creative Age does not deal only with urban areas but also draws attention to opportunities in 
the creative rural economy. These relate to the growing numbers of small and medium-sized creative 
businesses responding to new consumer demands for original and local place-based products and 
services in the fields of information technology, graphic design, food, wine, hospitality, to name a few. 
One example of a creative rural economy success story is Ontario’s creative food economy. 

A background report to the Ontario in a Creative Age report describes how the new food economy is 
being driven by a very different set of assumptions: markets and economic power are more diffused and 
decentralized and depend on small entrepreneurial producers selling specialized products. The creative 
food economy example can be seen as a metaphor for most other aspects of the creative economy in 
general. 
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Ontario is well positioned to succeed in this new food economy due to factors such as its expanding 
ethnic diversity, interest in healthier food options, and growers and distributors being centrally located in 
the mega-region. 

The report argues that success in the creative food economy depends on the “Three T’s” of Taste, Talent 
and Terroir. Terroir refers to the special qualities and sense of place reflected in products from a particular 
area. The traditional product dimension is important, but place becomes central to quality food making, 
marketing and consumption. 

3.7 Creative Rural Economy Strategies: Lessons from Abroad  
The idea of the creative rural economy as a driver in rural regeneration and wealth creation is being taken 
up in jurisdictions across Canada and internationally.  

3.7.1 United Kingdom 
The United Kingdom has been at the forefront of creative industries internationally for more than a 
decade. They define the creative industries as: “activities which originate in individual creativity, skill and 
talent and which have the potential for wealth and job creation through the generation and exploitation of 
intellectual property.”13

While most attention has been directed to creative industry opportunities in urban areas, there is also 
growing awareness of opportunities in smaller towns and rural areas. A major research project recently 
found that between 2000 and 2005, the creative industries are growing faster in rural areas than in urban, 
with jobs expanding by 20 per cent and businesses by as much as 25 per cent in the past five years.

 In 2008, attention to the creative economy in the United Kingdom jumped to a 
whole new level of national attention with the release of Creative Britain, a national strategy designed to 
move creative industries “from the margins to the mainstream of economic and policy thinking.” Creative 
Britain notes the creative sector is growing at more than twice the rate of the economy overall. 

14

A Creative Rural Economy Conference in 2006 drew a wide range of artists, planners, politicians and 
culture sector representatives. While the conference focused most of its attention on the creative cultural 
industries, valuable lessons can be drawn from this experience for Southwestern Ontario.  

 

The biggest obstacle to moving the creative rural economy agenda in the United Kingdom is the 
continued “metro-centric” or urban-centered focus of policy discussions. One strategy to combat this 
barrier was to draw attention to strong connections between cultural and environmental sustainability as 
part of strong national policy discussions of sustainable development. An invitation has been extended to 
Dr. Richard Florida to speak at a follow-up conference later this year and a dialogue on injecting a rural 
cultural and environmental strand into international creative economy discussions has begun.  

Three strategies are being used to advance creative rural economy opportunities in the United Kingdom.  

1. Profile Existing Artists and Craftspeople – A study of crafts completed in 2004 found that even if a 
relatively narrow traditional definition of crafts, the GDP contribution already exceeded that of 
agriculture. The study estimated this figure could easily be doubled with a strategy aimed at realizing 
untapped potential.  

 

                                                      
13 Specific creative industries identified by the Task Force included Advertising; Architecture; Arts and antiques; Crafts, design; 
Designer fashion; Film; Interactive leisure software; Music; Performing arts; Publishing; Software; Television and radio.  
14 Burns, Owens Partnership, Creative Industries in the Rural East Midlands, 2008.  
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2. ‘Farmer Creativity’ – A second research project in 2006 found farmers were already producing 
creative and cultural products to a much greater degree than anticipated. This was partly a reflection 
of farmers working in agriculture for half the year and in a creative industry during the other half. One 
example cited is a farmer who works half the year in agriculture and in the other half organizes one of 
the country’s most successful rock music festivals. But the research also drew attention to the 
expanding international phenomenon of “art farms”—obsolete farms converted to creative spaces 
such as live-work spaces, studios, galleries, etc.  

3. Creative Rural Communities – Here the focus is on the role of creative industries and activity in 
community-building. In particular there is a focus on unlocking the untapped creative potential of 
groups that often suffer marginalization in rural areas: rural women, young farmers, rural youth, 
migrant workers and ethnic minorities, disability groups and rural elders.  

A national creative rural economy strategy is emerging as a grassroots rural community-led initiative 
taking the form of a Rural Cultural Forum.15

3.7.2 United States 

 One of the strongest messages is the need to get more 
farmers and rural creators telling their success stories to a much greater extent than presentations by 
researchers and policy makers.  

The Creative Economy Association of the North Shore (CEANS) is a leading creative economy agency in 
the United States located on the north shore of Massachusetts. CEANS serves a large district with 
significant rural segments. An Economic Development Strategy completed in 2008 identified four areas of 
strategic actions: 

• A regionalization strategy 

• A convergence strategy 

• A support and development strategy 

• A marketing strategy  

At a national level, the U.S. Department of Agriculture’s Economic Research Service has a significant 
research program dealing with the importance and potential of the creative rural economy.16 The agency 
has been developing a set of creative rural economy occupational codes and indicators to support 
planning and research.17

Smaller urban and rural communities that may struggle to see the opportunities associated with the 
broader creative economy should explore and develop the potential linked with its creative cultural 
industries. This represents a significant first step for many communities in developing their own local 
creative economy.   

 

Southwestern Ontario offers a high quality of place associated with smaller towns and rural areas. 
Coupled with the development of its creative cultural industries using cultural mapping and municipal 
cultural planning tools can further enhance the quality of life and quality of place experience.  

                                                      
15 Ian Hunter, Littoral Arts Trust 
16 United States Department of Agriculture Economic Research Service, April 2007, 
http://www.ers.usda.gov/AmberWaves/April07/Features/Creative.htm 
16 United States Department of Agriculture Economic Research Service, http://www.ers.usda.gov/Data/CreativeClassCodes/ 
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Quality of place and the current creative economy base can then leverage proximity to major markets in 
the Mega-Region that includes Toronto, London, the Kitchener/Waterloo technology triangle & creative 
hub, and a short commute to the United States and the Chi-Pitts Mega-Region. This will provide major 
opportunities to enhance and build creative economy trading relationships and investments linking urban, 
rural and small-town areas. 
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4 Southwestern Ontario SWOT Assessment    
An important component in the advancement of any kind of economic development strategic planning is 
the opinions and thoughts of the economic development stakeholders that operate or are present in a 
region. These individuals can often provide an excellent source of up-to-date information or perceptions, 
as it relates to an area’s strengths and weaknesses as well as the opportunities and threats that may be 
confronting industry groups or a region as a whole in its efforts to attract and retain business investment.   

In this context, a focus group session was conducted with local economic development professionals 
drawn from across south-western Ontario. The purpose of the session was to gain an understanding of 
the strengths and opportunities associated with the growth and development of the region’s creative 
economy and the region’s capacity to deliver on economic development activities and programming 
associated with the creative economy.   

The results provided insight into the perceived gaps and opportunities to advance economic growth and 
serve to further inform the discussion as to the types of tools that are required to develop and support the 
regional and local creative economies. 

4.1 Strengths 
It is essential that a strategy for the growth and development of the creative economy build off and 
capitalize on the unique elements and strengths of a local community in a way that will lead to a critical 
mass of business and investment activity in the future. 

The following identifies some of the key elements on which Southwestern Ontario and its municipalities 
can build a strong creative economy. 

• The region benefits from a central location and ease of access to major markets in the Mega-Region 
that includes Toronto, London, the Kitchener/Waterloo technology triangle & creative hub, and a short 
commute to the United States and the Chi-Pitts Mega-Region.  

• The City of London continues to grow as a centre of health care and social assistance activity 
within Southwestern Ontario.  

• Kitchener-Waterloo has emerged as a strong creative and technology hub in Ontario with a strong 
international reputation.  

• The region offers a high quality of life in its urban and rural environments including a lower cost of 
living associated with a wide range of housing options.  

• Broadband and high speed internet access is available throughout much of the region’s urban and 
rural areas. 

• Key to advancing growth of the creative economy, the region has a strong educational infrastructure 
that includes 5 universities. 

• There is a well developed transportation infrastructure including 400-series highway corridor, rail 
lines, deep water ports and US border access.   

• A labour force supply that is comprised of both skilled and semi-skilled workers. While industry has 
downsized many of the resident creative talent has created new businesses and trained in new skills. 

• Strong cultural, recreation and natural amenities  
• Strong emphasis has been placed on creating walkable, vibrant and safe downtowns. The 

attention and investment that they have received in recent years makes them considerable assets to 
their communities. 

• Two hundred years of history in the region has contributed to a broad range of cultural assets in 
both urban and rural settings.  
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• A growing entrepreneurial culture is emerging in both the urban and rural communities that needs 
to be sustained and fostered for the future. 

• An openness to new Canadians and immigrants and heightened local support for the development 
of cultural assets that reflect this shift in population growth. 

• Wide ranging support for the idea that creativity needs to be supported and fostered both at home 
and in the schools as a fundamental human need. 

• Increasing support and understanding of the impact and potential of the creative economy from 
both levels of government. 

4.2 Weaknesses 
While the previous section outlined strengths on which to base the growth of the creative economy, it 
does not necessarily imply that a community is ready or able to capitalize on these strengths. The 
following section sets out some of the weaknesses or competitive disadvantages that may be constraining 
Southwestern Ontario. 

• Lack of data at local and regional levels has hampered understanding of growth potential. There is a 
need for good data that is easy to understand and interpret. This will assist with local and regional 
messaging and raise the level of understanding among community stakeholders. Additional research 
is required to understand how a creative economy initiative can be effectively implemented at the 
local level.  

• Creative economy development is linked to broader social and economic goals such as 
neighbourhood and downtown revitalization, tourism development, urban design and quality of place 
indicators. To be effective, these factors need to be reflected in local and regional policy documents 
and given greater priority at the municipal level.   

• There needs to be strong buy-in and participation from all educational institutions—colleges and 
universities. This includes developing a better dialogue on program development, commercialization 
support, supporting and promoting successes or spin-off opportunities in order to attract and retain a 
skilled workforce. 

• There needs to be greater access to the skills, expertise and resources necessary to support the 
start up and growth of businesses and entrepreneurs in this environment. This type of support needs 
to be addressed in light of where the business establishments are concentrating and locating, and 
where they are not.  

• Southwestern Ontario lacks a regional profile that highlights and defines the opportunities for the 
creative economy. The region needs to define, profile and promote these opportunities with tools that 
will attract the right audience (investors) and workforce (residents). 

• Given the novelty of the creative economy to many stakeholders, there is a need to develop 
appropriate evaluation or performance tools to gauge effectiveness and document successes over 
time.  

• At half the provincial average of Creative Industries, Southwestern Ontario is significantly 
underdeveloped. In addition, there is a greater percentage of workers in the province of Ontario 
(34.7%) employed in ‘creative’ occupations than in the Southwestern region (28.7%). While the area 
has many of the assets inherent in attracting the Creative Class and developing a creative economy it 
is lagging the province by a wide margin.  
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4.3 Opportunities 
External factors can also play a significant role in determining the possibilities for a sustainable, creative 
economy strategy. This can include structural changes in the broader economy, shifts in demographics 
and technological changes, etc.   

The following summarizes some of the major factors that may influence the outcome of a creative 
economy strategy. 

• Government and community readiness to improve the current economic situation of the area 
through potential government stimulus packages and action such as the launch of the Federal 
Economic Development Agency for Southern Ontario (FedDev Ontario). 

 
• Attraction and retention of recent graduates in smaller communities and rural areas is essential to 

ensure a sustainable population base. 
 

• Linkages between industry and educational institutions are necessary to ensure the workers 
needed for the creative economy are present in the region. This should include curriculum 
development that encourages entrepreneurism.  

• Fostering an entrepreneurial spirit can occur by supporting an entrepreneurial culture across the 
region and provide heightened levels of support for its business and entrepreneurial community. 
Historical examples of local visionary entrepreneurs such as, Rob Myers of Chatham may help to 
promote the development of this emerging group of workers.  
 

• Creative and historical cultural assets – Southwestern Ontario has a strong interest in culture 
among its member communities. While the younger population have less interest in traditional cultural 
infrastructure – there are emerging opportunities for new areas of creativity and culture that will 
appeal to a younger audience. 

 
• Development of historical tourism ventures with a focus on major historical events such as 

Chatham-Kent’s Black history, the War of 1812 and more recently the torch run for the 2010 
Vancouver Olympics. 
 

• Downtown retail revitalization can occur through the promotion of empty stores throughout the 
region’s downtowns. Often these areas boast cheaper rent in desirable areas for small creative 
enterprises/entrepreneurs. 

 
• Promotion of locally grown food harvested by Southwestern Ontario farmers and the 100 mile diet 

program has the potential to foster and grow a stronger local/regional food economy. 
 
• Traditional industry workers that have endured the effects of the global economic downturn, now 

have the opportunity to realize their own creative potential. 
 

• The level of inter-connectedness between both the urban and rural areas of the region will help to 
enable the development of the creative economy in all areas of Southwestern Ontario.  

 
• Completion of major heritage restoration projects along with the large inventory of heritage 

buildings and the region’s overall passion for the preservation of the building stock has the potential 
to make Southwestern Ontario an opportunity to attract creative industries with an appreciation for 
heritage design.  
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4.4 Threats 
The development and promotion of the creative economy is not without its challenges, both in terms of 
understanding its potential in a community and in the implementation of tools to effect growth and 
expansion.  

The following section summarizes some of the threats or challenges to achieving growth in this segment 
of the economy.  

• Stronger support from provincial government is seen as a key factor for success. Effective and 
timely communication is required to demonstrate that the creative economy is a real opportunity for 
many municipalities and regions across the province. There also needs to be a provincial policy 
framework to direct efforts and funding support to make the next steps happen. Programs that 
encourage the development of creative economies and lending programs that provide support at an 
entrepreneurial level should be developed and implemented. 

• Broadband coverage is an essential element that connects people and business to services and 
products locally, regionally and globally and critical to the growth of the creative economy in 
Southwestern Ontario. Rural areas in particular will be limited in their ability to capitalize on this 
growth without improved access to high speed internet. Addressing the gaps in the region’s 
broadband service needs to be a priority to enable the further development of the region’s creative 
economy.  

• Stronger marketing and communications effort is necessary to develop a greater level of 
awareness of the current impact and potential of the creative economy. A high level of awareness 
ensures buy-in and support from community stakeholders and decision makers, as well as the 
broader marketplace.  

• Unique branding and competitive advantage will diminish over time as more and more 
communities across the province build their creative industries and brand themselves as creative 
communities. Local and regional marketing strategies need to take this into account and look for ways 
to stay ahead of the curve.    

• More networking opportunities are needed to facilitate dialogue and innovation at local and 
regional levels. This needs to be done in a way that allows the crossover of industry and business 
sectors. 

• Greater access to capital funds designed to support the development of creative economy 
businesses and entrepreneurs. This is more about ideas, and less about bricks and mortar. 

• Given the range of organizations and stakeholders that need to be involved in the effective 
implementation of any strategy recommendations, a strong leadership group and clearly defined 
roles and responsibilities for stakeholder groups will be essential.   

• Lack of focus without focusing in on this growing sector, given the current underperformance, there 
is a threat the Southwestern Ontario could continue to lag over time and economically get left behind.  
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5 Defining the Creative Economy Statistically  

5.1 A Statistical Definition  
Defining the economy by the work that people do is different than the conventional way of defining it by 
the labour force associated with a select industry. As noted previously, someone may be working in a 
traditional industry such as the auto industry, but not necessarily working on the assembly line in a 
routine-physical occupation. A car designer, for example, is a creative occupation within a traditional 
industry. 

In the book The Rise of the Creative Class (2002), Dr. Richard Florida details the significant societal and 
economic impacts that the creative class of worker is exerting on both local and international economies. 
He also details the shifts being made to attract and retain this type of workforce, as more and more 
economic developers realize the importance of creative workers.  

While the project team has relied on the thought leadership provided by the writings and research of Dr. 
Florida and the Martin Prosperity Institute in constructing a definition of the creative economy, a review of 
published material derived from both public and private entities across Canada, the U.S. and the U.K. was 
also undertaken, with particular emphasis on those efforts that have sought to further define and quantify 
the creative economy.   

For instance, in a report entitled North Shore Creative Economy Market Analysis and Action Plan, 
prepared for the Creative Economy Association of the North Shore (Massachusetts), broad industry 
categories have been used to define the creative economy. These categories were matched to six-digit 
codes from the North American Industry Classification System (NAICS).  

In completing their assessment, three

• A focus on enterprises (the number of businesses rather than labour force); 

 important attributes were identified to establish a framework, based 
on business enterprises, for assessing and analyzing the impact of the creative economy in Boston’s 
North Shore area. The attributes included:  

• The number of innovation and

• The number of enterprises engaged in direct creative activities (cottage industries as well as 
small business).

 cultural based enterprises (cultural enterprises as well as 
engineering firms);  

18

Taking into consideration the work undertaken by Dr. Florida and the Martin Prosperity Institute, as well 
as the findings from a review of other secondary sources, it is appropriate to include a fourth attribute in 
an equation for measuring the creative economy:  

 

• A focus on occupations (what an employee does rather than the industry they work in). 

This approach—focusing on what firms make together

                                                      
18 ConsultEcon, Inc., North Shore Creative Economy Market Analysis and Action Plan, April 2008.  

 with what people do—is a departure from the 
traditional method of assessing the scale and impact of a local economy, where consideration is given to 
labour force activity or concentration by industry sector or subsector. While an effective tool, this 
approach does not provide enough of an understanding as to the nature of the work being undertaken, 
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the skill levels associated with that work or the number of businesses involved in delivering the range of 
goods and services being produced.  

To effectively gauge the scale and impact of the creative economy, consideration must be given to both 
occupational data and business establishments

One of primary concerns with using only occupational data to assess the impact of the creative economy 
in Southwestern Ontario, however, is that while the individual attached to that job may reside in a select 
community, they may not work in that community. This is particularly relevant when consideration is given 
to the urban-rural interdependence that may exist in the Southwestern region and the degree to which 
many rural areas have high proportions of their workforce in creative occupations. Simply put, the urban 
area may provide the employment opportunity, while the rural area provides the lifestyle choice. This is 
further discussed in Section 6.  

 at local and regional levels. A further distinction can 
then be made between creative economy elements and the broader economy as a method to 
demonstrate both scale and impact. This in turn will allow for a better understanding on the part of 
economic development professionals and local decision makers as to the opportunities and challenges 
facing this aspect of their business community.   

5.1.1 Creative Occupations 
In defining the creative economy, we have relied on the work of Dr. Richard Florida, Rise of the Creative 
Class. As the various classes of workers that comprise an economy are defined on the basis of 
occupation, consideration must be given to the availability of occupation data from Statistics Canada; in 
particular the National Occupation Classification codes (NOCs). These classification codes have been 
matched against Dr. Florida’s occupational categories for the Creative Class as discussed earlier.  

Based on this approach creative economy occupations

Figure 12 - Creative Economy Occupations  

 in Canada are comprised of: 

Professional Occupations in Natural and 
Applied Sciences

Finance and Insurance Administration 
Occupations

Technical Occupations related to Natural 
and Applied Sciences

Professional Occupations in Health

Teachers and Professors Nurse Supervisors and Registered Nurses
Professional Occupations in Art and 

Culture
Technical and Related Occupations in 

Health
Technical Occupations in Art, Culture, 

Recreation and Sport
Judges, lawyers, psychologists, social 

workers, ministers of religion and policy 
and program officers
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In the report, Ontario in the Creative Age, Dr. Florida pushes this concept further by positioning creative 
occupations within the context of four additional, broad kinds of work.  

• Creative occupations – the growing number of workers who are paid to think. These include 

scientists and technologists, artists and entertainers, and managers and analysts; 

• Routine-service occupations, where the work involves little-autonomy occupations and is 

focused on the delivery of services, for example, food-service workers, janitors and clerks; 

• Routine-physical occupations, consisting of people who use physical skills and carry out 
repetitive tasks (for example, tradespersons, mechanics, crane operators and assembly line 
workers); and 

• Routine-resource occupations including mining and forestry. 

What is apparent from the creative occupational categories is their ability to cut across industry sector 
lines, in a way that can impact both traditional and emerging industries and the degree to which these 
occupations translate to a well-paid and highly skilled workforce. This is particularly true if one considers 
the skills needed for creative occupations are more heavily weighted towards analytical and social 
intelligence skills, both of which play a significant role in a knowledge driven economy. Analytical skills 
are an integral aspect of the knowledge economy, due to its reliance on occupations that require the 
highest level of analytical thinking skills, such as surgeons, biomedical engineers, dentists, 
accountants, plumbers, art directors, etc. On the other hand, social intelligence skills bring together 
occupations, which focus on understanding, working together with others and the management of people. 
Examples of occupations that require the highest level of social intelligence skills include psychiatrists, 
chief executives, marketing managers, lawyers, sports coach, film directors, etc. 

5.1.2 Creative Industries 
A first step in defining and measuring the impact of the creative economy in Southwestern Ontario is 
using the detailed industry categories defined by the North American Industry Classification System 
(NAICS) to identify the range of business and enterprises to be included.  

Relying on our review of secondary sources including the work contained in the North Shore Creative 
Economy Market Analysis and Action Plan, we can define creative businesses and enterprises as 
including:  

Figure 13 - Creative Industries 

Advertising Architecture Artists
Business Consulting Design Education
Engineering Film Games
Heritage Marketing Museums
Music Performing Arts Photographic Services
Public Relations Publishing Radio & Television

Web & Software
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It should be noted that defining creative industries on the basis of available data is not an easy 
undertaking. Business categories change over time, making historical comparisons difficult. However, the 
numbers are important for a variety of reasons. They can demonstrate trends and relative magnitude of 
impact over time. They can also confirm or refute key concepts or theories, or support anecdotal evidence 
of a change that is occurring.   

Based on this definition, the project team was able to assemble a comprehensive listing of creative 
business enterprises using a variety of secondary sources included Statistics Canada’s Canadian 
Business Patterns data. 

The approach to assessing Southwestern Ontario’s creative economy has been to assemble both 
business establishment data and occupation data as described. The results provide an understanding of 
the business growth or decline (by NAICS codes), the size of operations in terms of the number of 
employees and the historical performance of the sector or subsector from 2001 to 2007. This information, 
combined with the occupational data, assists in refining the discussion of the size and impact of the 
creative economy in the region. These results are further discussed in the following section of the report. 
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6 Southwestern Ontario’s Economy 
A fundamental consideration in the development of any economic development strategy is identifying and 
capitalizing on a region’s strengths, e.g. demographic make-up, business base, labour force or quality of life 
considerations. The following discussion reviews some of the key economic indicators for Southwestern 
Ontario considered relevant to the growth of the region’s creative economy. 

For the purposes of this discussion we have given consideration to the performance of Southwestern 
Ontario’s five19 Census Metropolitan Areas (CMA) – regions focused around a central municipality with a 
population in excess of 100,000 plus surrounding municipalities that are highly integrated based on the 
amount of daily commuting to the core; and ten20

6.1 Economic Performance 

 Census Agglomerations (CA) – regions focused around 
a central municipality with a population between 10,000 and 100,000 plus surrounding municipalities that 
are highly integrated based on the amount of commuting to the core; and the region’s rural areas – area 
with a population of less than 10,000.  

The present and future growth of communities is largely based on the ability to attract employment 
opportunities that are worthwhile in terms of both quality and quantity. Figure 14 demonstrates the 
average annual employment income levels for both Southwestern Ontario and the province. In nearly all 
of the cases presented in the figure to follow, the province’s average income outperforms that of 
Southwestern Ontario, with the exception of the performance in the region’s small urban areas. This may 
be attributed to the presence of major employers such as Cami in Ingersoll and the newly built Toyota 
plant in Woodstock.   

Employment incomes are generally lower in the smaller urban communities and rural areas when 
compared to their larger urban region counterparts. Large cities often provide a greater diversity of 
employment and networking opportunities that are an integral aspect of the creative economy activity and 
as a result perform stronger when reviewed under these measures. This presents a challenge to areas 
outside of the larger urban centres that attempt to gain access into the creative economy, especially 
through attempts in connecting on a local, regional and global level.   

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 
 

                                                      
19 CMA - Guelph, Kitchener, London, Brantford  and Windsor  
20 CA - Centre Wellington, Chatham-Kent, Ingersoll, Leamington, Norfolk, Owen Sound, Sarnia, Stratford, Tilsonburg and 
Woodstock  
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Figure 14 - Employment Income 
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The figure below illustrates the employment rate for the population 15 years and older within the various 
geographic boundaries. Overall, Southwestern Ontario’s rate of employment is 1.1% higher than the 
province of Ontario as a whole or 63.9% and 62.8%, respectively. The rate of employment is highest in 
the rural areas of Southwest as compared to similar regions of the province. When combined with the 
information surrounding average annual employment income and employment levels, it appears 
Southwestern Ontario’s rural population earns moderate wages and benefits from high employment 
levels. The proceeding section considers the employment wages and levels of employment in the 
Southwest through the lens of the creative economy.  

Figure 15 - Employment Rates 
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6.2 Current Demographic Profile  
The figure below suggests Southwestern Ontario has nearly double the population living in its rural areas 
as compared to the province as a whole. As noted in the preceding section, much of the growth 
associated with the creative economy is linked to the availability of networking opportunities. These 
opportunities are often located in large urban areas where there is a higher concentration of people with 
various educational and skill backgrounds, which ultimately foster the notion of collaboration. Fostering 
collaboration is most difficult in regions where there are fewer chances for networking opportunities, which 
encourages the idea that more effort needs to be placed on the formal organization of these people 
locally, regionally and globally. This inherent disadvantage can be offset by encouraging community 
members to make a conscious effort to connect with people within the community and outside on a 
regular basis.  

Figure 16 - Population Distribution, 2006 

 

 Source: Statistics Canada, 2006 
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When the age profile of Southwestern Ontario’s population is examined against that of the province, there 
are few notable differences. As a whole, the Southwestern region has a slightly larger percentage of 
residents under the age of 20 when compared to the province. In fact, the Southwest boasts a higher 
percentage of residents that are under 20 years of age when compared to the province as a whole. This 
is a positive attribute for Southwest as it has implications for the future economic growth of the region in 
terms of its workforce availability and opportunities for workforce development. Interestingly, the rural 
areas of Southwestern Ontario benefit from the largest percentage of young people (< 20 years) at 26.8% 
as compared to the smaller urban areas (24.8%) and the larger urban areas (25.5%).  

Southwestern Ontario overall has a slightly higher percentage of individuals over the age of 65 in the 
region as compared to Ontario. When the working age group of 20 – 64 years is reviewed, it appears that 
the profile of the Southwestern region mirrors that of the province as a whole.  

Figure 17 - Age Profile, 2006 
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Figure 18 illustrates the education attainment profile of the working age population in Southwestern 
Ontario. When compared to the province, only 18.9% of Southwestern Ontario’s working age population 
holds a university degree, 7.1% percentage points below the provincial average. A significant percentage 
difference is also evident in the Southwestern region’s larger urban centres, with only 23.0% of the 
population having attained a university degree compared to similar regions of the province (29.5%). The 
region’s smaller urban and rural areas are also underperforming in the percentage of residents that hold a 
university degree, relative to similar parts of the province.   

The percentage of residents in Southwestern Ontario with college/trades/other qualifications however 
exceeds the provincial average. This could be attributed to a variety of factors – such as the historical 
opportunity for high-skilled employment, which requires a greater degree of practical training.     

Figure 18 - Education Attainment, 2006 
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6.3 Current Economic Structure of Southwestern Ontario 
The majority of ‘creative’ industries in Southwestern Ontario are found in producer services such as 
finance and insurance, professional scientific and technical services, information and cultural industries, 
real estate and arts and entertainment (which accounts for fewer jobs in Southwestern Ontario than the 
province as a whole). 

Figure 19 - Broad Industries and Corresponding NAICS Industries  

Broad Industry 2-Digit NAICS Industries

    11 Agriculture, forestry, fishing and hunting

    21 Mining and oil and gas extraction

    22 Utilities

Construction     23 Construction

Manufacturing     31-33 Manufacturing

    41 Wholesale trade

    48-49 Transportation and warehousing

Consumer Services     44-45 Retail trade

    72 Accommodation and food services

Producer Services     51 Information and cultural industries

    52 Finance and insurance

    53 Real estate and rental and leasing

    54 Professional, scientific and technical services

    55 Management of companies and enterprises

    56 Administrative and support & waste management

    71 Arts, entertainment and recreation

    61 Educational services

    62 Health care and social assistance

    81 Other services

    91 Public administration
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The following figure illustrates the distribution of the labour force by industry type for the region. Currently, 
Southwestern Ontario’s labour force concentration is dominated by the manufacturing sector with 19.9% 
of the region’s labour force employed in this sector. At the time of the 2006 census, automotive 
manufacturers such as Toyota, GM, Ford and Chrysler provided a significant percentage of employment 
in manufacturing. There is also a considerable workforce associated with auto parts manufacturers. The 
traditional industries of agriculture, natural resources and utilities are proportionately higher overall in 
Southwestern Ontario (5.5%) than compared to the provincial average (2.9%). As it is to be expected, the 
share of the labour force employed within the agriculture, natural resources and utilities industry are 
highest in rural areas, followed by smaller urban regions as compared to their larger urban region 
counterparts.  
 
In contrast, both the large and small urban areas have a smaller percentage of workers employed in 
producer services, which typically comprises of the ‘creative industries.’ While the percentage of labour 
force in producer services in Ontario’s larger urban centres is approximately 26.1%, the average in 
Southwestern Ontario is 6.0% lower at 20.1%.  A similar situation is evident in the region’s smaller urban 
centres, with 17.0% of the population being employed in producer services as compared to 15.8% in 
Southwestern Ontario’s communities. Section 5.4 discusses the concentration of the creative economy 
and its connection in specific geographic areas.  
 

Figure 20 - Labour Force by Industry, 2006 
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It is important to view the scale and impact of the creative economy through an evaluation of both 
business concentration and occupational data. Using Florida’s (2002) occupational class categories 
(creative, routine-service, routine-physical, and routine-resource) to profile Southwestern Ontario reveals 
some significant differences between the province and the region as a whole. There are less creative 
workers in Southwestern Ontario (28.7%) compared to the province (34.7%) and a higher percentage of 
working and agricultural class workers (28.3% and 3.9%, respectively). This may be attributed to 
Southwest’s reputation as a major contributor to Ontario’s agricultural heartland, as well as its proximity to 
the U.S. border which has attracted a significant number of major manufacturing operations.  

Figure 21 - Labour Force by Occupational Category, 2006 

 

 Source: Statistics Canada, 2006 
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6.4 Southwestern Ontario’s Creative Economy  
The figure below demonstrates that there are a much higher percentage of business establishments that 
are in the ‘creative’ industries in the province (14.4%) as compared to Southwestern Ontario (7.9%). This 
difference is evident in the larger, smaller urban and rural areas of Southwest when compared to the 
corresponding provincial averages. While there was only a slight difference between Southwestern 
Ontario’s small urban average and the provincial average (6.4%, 6.7% respectively), a stronger disparity 
is evident between the larger urban and rural areas of Southwestern Ontario. The greatest contrast can 
be found among business establishments in Southwestern Ontario’s large urban centres, with only 9.8% 
of businesses being classified as creative, as compared to the province (16.3%).  

Figure 22 – Share of Business Establishments by Creative Industries 
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Statistics Canada’s Canadian Business Patterns Data21 provides a record of the total number of local 
business establishments reported by industry and size22

Figure 23 – Number of Creative Industries, Southwestern Ontario  

. Figure 23 illustrates the pattern of creative 
industry business growth in Southwestern Ontario. An overwhelming number of the Southwest region’s 
creative businesses are dominated by the field of business consulting, web & software and engineering 
services. Each of these business establishment categories have been identified in Figure 7 Creative 
Industries and Figure 8 Creative Cultural Industries as types of businesses in which intellectual property 
provide value and wealth to a growing economy. The large number of web & software and engineering 
businesses found in Southwestern Ontario can be directly correlated with the presence of the high-tech 
firm RIM, along with the computer and engineering based educational and research facilities found at the 
University of Waterloo.  
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21 Sources of information are updates from the Statistics Canada survey program and the business number registration source 
collected from the Canada Revenue Agency (CRA) 

22 The business data collected includes all local business which meets at least one of the three following criteria: have an employee 
workforce for which they submit payroll remittances to CRA; or have a minimum of $30,000 in annual sales revenue; or are 
incorporated under a federal or provincial act and have filed a federal corporate income tax form within the past three years. 
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In fact, creative work can be found in every sector of the economy. Figure 24 shows the percentage of 
creative occupations evident in the workforce of each major industry. For the most part, there are no 
significant differences between Southwestern Ontario and Ontario as a whole. Interestingly, both the 
province (72.5%) and Southwestern Ontario region (72.3%) have nearly identical proportions of its labour 
force in creative occupations within the educational services industry.  

Figure 24– Creative Occupations as Share of Industry- Specific Labour Force, 2006 
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On the whole however, (Figure 25), there is a greater percentage of workers in the province of Ontario 
employed in ‘creative’ occupations than in the Southwestern region. This may be attributed to the nature 
of the local economy of Southwestern Ontario, which is more heavily dominated by agriculture and the 
manufacturing industry as compared to other parts of the province. There appears to be less of a 
difference between the Southwestern region’s small urban and rural area creative occupation results 
when compared to comparable parts of the province. In Southwestern Ontario’s small urban areas, 24.9% 
of the labour force is employed in creative occupations as compared to 26.4% of the province’s small 
urban centres.  

Figure 25 – Creative Occupations as Share of Labour Force, 2006 
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Figure 26 illustrates the share of creative workers by lower-tier municipality. The core areas of the larger 
urban areas, including Southwestern Ontario tend to have a higher proportion of creative workers than 
smaller urban and rural areas. This is true in Southwestern Ontario where London, Kitchener and 
Waterloo have higher levels of creative employment (34.9%, 34.6%, respectively) than the small urban 
(24.9%) and rural areas (29.3%) of the Southwestern region.  

Figure 26 – The Geography of Creative Occupations in Ontario, 2006 

 

Source: Statistics Canada: Census of Population, 2006 
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6.4.1 Income levels support a strong rural economy 
Creative employment represents high wage employment. Figure 27 highlights the very large wage gap 
between creative jobs and other types of employment in Ontario. Creative jobs pay more the twice the 
rate as routine service and agricultural/resource jobs. This clearly demonstrates the importance of raising 
the level of creative employment within a jurisdiction or region. It also highlights the need to improve the 
quality and conditions of other types of jobs including investing in skills and training.  

Figure 27 – Average Income by Occupational Class, 2005 
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Source: Statistics Canada: Census of Population, 2006 
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Figure 28 displays the geography of average employment incomes across lower-tier municipalities in 
Ontario. When compared to the creative employment map (Figure 26) and connected to the creative 
wages chart (Figure 27) a curious pattern begins to emerge. Overall wage levels seem to map onto the 
urban geography of the province more closely than the geography of creative employment. This suggests 
that creative workers tend to earn less in rural and small urban centres, which is similar to the finding 
presented in the original publication based on the geographic region of Eastern Ontario, entitled 
“Canada’s Creative Corridor – Connecting Creative Urban and Rural Economies with Eastern Ontario and 
the Mega Region.”  

Generally speaking, wages seem to be higher in rural Southwestern Ontario for example than other rural 
parts of Ontario, even though there is not a significantly higher amount of creative economic activity. A 
possible explanation for this is a lower degree of connectivity or relationship to major centres within the 
mega-region.  

Figure 28 – The Geography of Wages in Ontario, 2006 

 

Source: Statistics Canada: Census of Population, 2006 
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6.5 Growth in Key Occupations 
Across Ontario’s large urban areas, creative occupations represent the fastest growing job categories by 
a large margin. This is also the case in Southwestern Ontario’s large urban centres

Figure 29 - Growth in Occupational Classes, 1996 - 2006 

, where these jobs 
grew at a rate of 34.2% between 1996 and 2006, as compared to the province’s rate of growth at 38.9%. 
In fact, while the creative class is growing at a strong pace in larger urban areas, it is also growing at a 
similar pace in the rural and small urban areas where they are experiencing double-digit growth in this 
sector of the economy.     
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A creative economy also demands a well-educated workforce. The figure that follows demonstrates the 
percentage of population between the ages of 25-64 in Ontario with a university degree or higher. Figure 
30 shows the levels of qualifications by occupational category. Nearly half of all workers in creative jobs 
have university degrees while another third have other post-secondary qualifications including college 
degrees. For each of the other three job categories the percentage of the labour force with post-
secondary qualifications is less than half. While it is important to raise the skill levels of all types of jobs 
the demand for post-secondary qualifications is clearly being driven by the rapid expansion of creative 
employment.  
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Figure 30 - Educational Attainment by Occupational Class in Ontario, 2006 
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Source: Statistics Canada: Census of Population, 2006 

Figure 31 - Percentage of Working Age Population with a University Degree 

 

Source: Statistics Canada: Census of Population, 2006 
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6.6 Summary of Findings 
When compared to the province of Ontario, the major urban regions and rural areas of Southwestern 
Ontario are underperforming in terms of quality of employment, percentage of creative establishment and 
occupational opportunities. However, the region’s small urban areas appear for the most part, to either 
perform at par with or outperform the province in terms of quantity and quality of employment 
opportunities. The positive performance of the Southwestern region’s small urban areas may be a result 
of its member communities having the ability to connect effectively to the larger mega-region through 
access to the 401 highway corridor, which in turn links these areas to the larger mega-region and 
provides effective network and learning opportunities. 

Through a high level review of Southwestern Ontario’s economy, the following findings have been 
collected and contribute to the region’s advancement within the context of the creative economy.   

• Creative jobs pay more than twice the rate as routine service and agricultural/resource jobs, with 
an average annual income of $58,625 for occupations held within the creative class. 
 

• In the case of Southwestern Ontario, these types of jobs (i.e. the total – large, small and rural 
areas combined) grew by 29.0% between 1996 and 2006, as compared to the province’s growth 
rate of 35.4%. While these types of jobs in the region are growing at a relatively fast rate, this is 
especially true in the Southwestern region’s small urban areas

 

 where these types of jobs grew by 
23.9%, well above the small urban provincial average of 14.2%.  

• Between 1996 and 2006, creative economy employment in rural areas of the region

 

 grew at a 
slower pace than the province, at a growth rate of 15.6% as compared to provincial average of 
22.1%.    

• For the most part, income levels in Southwestern Ontario are lower than the average for the 
province as a whole. It is important to note, that income levels in Southwestern Ontario’s small 
urban centres are slightly higher ($1,839 higher) than the provincial average.  
 

• While the province of Ontario has a larger proportion of its population living in its major urban 
centres, the Southwestern region has a higher amount of its residents living in its small urban and 
rural areas. This trend may be a factor, of there being more rural and small urban areas in the 
region when compared to the rest of the province.  
 

• The total share of workers employed in ‘creative’ occupations in Southwestern Ontario (28.7%) is 
below the provincial average of 34.7%. The noticeable difference may be attributed to the 
historical dominance of the manufacturing and agricultural sector. 
 

• The percentage of establishments in creative industries is considerably lower in Southwestern 
Ontario (7.9%) than in the province as whole (14.4%). The most dramatic differences can be 
found in the region’s larger urban and rural areas, with only 9.8% and 4.8% classified as creative, 
as compared to the provincial rate of 16.3% and 6.5%, respectively.  
 

• However on a positive note, the small urban areas of Southwestern Ontario have a comparable 
proportion of creative industry establishments (6.4%) with the small urban areas of the province 
(6.7%). This trend is prevalent in the CA of Centre Wellington, which boasts a relatively strong 
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percentage of business establishments that are in the ‘creative’ industries, with 11.4% of all 
businesses classified as creative. 
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7 Regional Analysis  
Similar to the analysis undertaken for Southwestern Ontario, the high level review that follows examines 
the key demographic and creative economy indicators for 6 sub-regions of Southwestern Ontario. Having 
recognized the economic development potential that creative industries represent to Southwestern 
Ontario, the County of Elgin, Huron and Oxford along the Township of Centre Wellington, the Municipality 
of Chatham-Kent and the Town of Minto comprise the six sub-regions under examination. These results 
are compared to the performance of the province as a whole. This analysis represents only a preliminary 
analysis of the various differences between parts of Southwestern Ontario when compared to the 
province and is intended to make the important point that as local realities differ, policy response to these 
contextual factors must be taken into account when devising creative economy strategies.  

The figure below depicts the growth of the creative employment industries from 1996 to 2006 for each of 
the counties23

Figure 32 – Southwestern Ontario Employment in Creative Occupations by County, 1996 -2006 

 along with the share of employment in creative occupations in 2006. While reviewing the 
results of the figure below, it is apparent that the County of Elgin ranked highest in the growth of the 
creative class occupations (19.5%) and also has the largest share of creative occupations as of 2006 
(22.7%). Meanwhile, it has the lowest population levels as compared to the other two counties.   
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Source: Statistics Canada, Census of Population: 1996 & 2006 

 

 

 

 

                                                      
23 The lower-tier municipalities of Centre Wellington, Chatham-Kent and Minto were not included in this analysis, due to boundaries 
changes from 1996 - 2006 by Statistics Canada 
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Figure 33 depicts the growth of the creative employment industries from 2001 to 2006 for each of the 
municipalities24

Figure 33 – Southwestern Ontario Employment in Creative Occupations by Municipality, 2001 -2006 

 along with the share of employment in creative occupations in 2006. The Town of Minto 
experienced the greatest level of growth in the creative employment occupations with an increase of 3.3% 
between 2001 and 2006, but had the smallest percentage of employment in creative occupations in 2006 
with a value of 17.7% as compared to Chatham-Kent and Centre Wellington with values of 22.8% and 
31.6% respectively. While Chatham-Kent had the largest population value of all three communities in 
2006, it experienced a decline of -2.4% in creative employment growth from 2001 to 2006.    
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Source: Statistics Canada, Census of Population: 2001 & 2006 

                                                      
24 The lower-tier municipalities of Centre Wellington, Chatham-Kent and Minto were included in this analysis in order to demonstrate 
the level of percentage change in the creative occupations category from 2001 to 2006 
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7.1 County of Elgin 
Key Observations Include:  

• Lower than average wage levels found in each part of the County as compared to the provincial 
average. 

• The County has extremely low levels of university graduates, but above average high school 
graduates as compared to the province as a whole. 

• The rural area of Central Elgin demonstrates the highest percentage of creative industry 
establishments within the region its value is nearly identical to the provincial average for rural 
areas, just 0.2% lower at a rate of 6.3%.  

• The County of Elgin’s percentage of establishments in creative industries is roughly one-third of 
the provincial average. 

• Significantly higher levels of occupations in agriculture and resource across the County, when 
compared to the province. 

• The percentage change in employment in creative jobs increased by 19.5% in the County of Elgin 
between 1996 and 2006 as compared to the provincial average of 35.4%.   

• Between 2001 and 2006, Bayham experienced strong percentage change in creative occupation 
employment with an increase of 18.1%, while Southwold experienced a negative rate of growth of 
-28.4%.  

• Figure 35 illustrates the pattern of creative industry business growth in Elgin County. Elgin’s 
creative industries are dominated by business consulting (74), engineering (42) and web & 
software firms (25). 
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Figure 34 - Profile of County of Elgin25

Ontario Elgin Aylmer Bayham Central Elgin Dutton/Dunwich Malahide Southwold West Elgin
Population 2006 12,160,282 49,241 7,069     6,727     12,723          3,821                8,828      4,724        5,349           
Population change 1996-2006 13.1% 3.1% 0.7% 7.9% 4.7% 6.1% 58.4% 10.6% -4.0%
% Under 20 25.0% 28.7% 28.1% 33.2% 25.0% 29.6% 33.9% 27.3% 24.5%
% 20-64 61.4% 57.9% 55.0% 55.7% 61.3% 55.8% 55.9% 60.2% 59.1%
% 65+ 13.6% 13.4% 17.0% 10.8% 13.6% 14.9% 10.2% 12.9% 16.2%

Employment Rate 62.8% 64.2% 58.4% 60.2% 69.0% 69.0% 68.6% 75.7% 59.8%
Unemployment Rate 6.4% 5.5% 5.7% 7.1% 5.0% 3.8% 4.5% 2.6% 4.4%

% No certificate, diploma or degree 13.6% 23.7% 31.8% 37.9% 12.0% 15.1% 32.5% 13.5% 28.3%
% High school certificate or equivalent 25.0% 28.2% 25.4% 26.8% 27.7% 33.7% 26.6% 30.8% 30.7%
% Apprenticeship or trades certificate or diploma 8.8% 11.5% 9.5% 10.3% 10.3% 14.3% 11.9% 14.3% 12.7%
% College, CEGEP or other non-university certificate or diploma 22.0% 23.7% 18.4% 19.6% 29.8% 26.0% 20.4% 26.1% 20.9%
% University certificate, diploma or degree 30.7% 12.9% 14.7% 5.7% 20.1% 11.0% 8.7% 14.8% 7.3%

% creative occupations 34.7% 22.7% 22.7% 14.8% 32.7% 18.9% 17.7% 20.2% 16.7%
% service class occupations 41.5% 31.5% 37.9% 24.8% 33.6% 33.5% 24.6% 36.3% 28.9%
% working class occupations 22.1% 35.7% 34.7% 45.3% 28.8% 35.2% 40.9% 29.6% 42.0%
% agriculture & resources occupations 1.7% 10.1% 4.0% 13.9% 4.8% 11.7% 16.4% 12.6% 12.6%

% change in creative occupations 1996-2006 35.4% 19.5% - - - - - - -
% change in creative occupations 2001-2006 -0.2% 0.7% - 18.1% - -22.8% - -28.4% -5.8%

% establishments in creative industries 14.4% 4.7% 3.5% 2.0% 6.3% 3.4% 1.6% 3.1% 3.4%

Average annual full-time emplyment income 55,626$   43,689$  41,434$  36,742$ 52,341$        43,266$             42,381$  49,275$     40,381$       
Source: Statistics Canada: Census of Population, 1996 & 2006/Canadian Business Patterns Data June 2008

 

 

 

 

                                                      
25 Due to geographic reformation of the communities located within the County of Elgin (after the conclusion of the 1996 census), we were unable to obtain the appropriate comparable 
data to display the change in creative occupations in 1996 – 2006. In some instances, we were able to provide updated data to display the change in creative occupations between 
2001 – 2006.  
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Figure 35 - Number of Creative Industries, County of Elgin 
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Source: Statistics Canada, Canadian Business Patterns Data: 2008 
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7.2 County of Huron  
Key observations include: 

• Six out of nine communities experienced zero to negative population growth between 1996 and 
2006. 

• 21.6% of occupations within Huron County are within the creative economy, compared to 35.3% 
in service occupations, 29.3% in working occupations and 13.7% in agriculture and resource 
based occupations. 
 

• Well below average levels of university graduates in each of the communities as well as below 
average levels of creative employment. 

• Goderich (27.5%) and Bluewater (25.2%) have the highest percentage of occupations within 
creative industries in Huron County, compared to the total for the County at 21.6% and the 
Provincial average of 34.7%.  
 

o The summary of creative occupations for Huron County municipalities is as follows: 
Ashfield-Colborne-Wawanosh (20.1%); Bluewater (25.2%); Central Huron (22.4%); 
Goderich (27.5%); Howick (15.9%); Huron East (18.0%); Morris-Turnberry (17.5%); North 
Huron (23.7%); South Huron (20.9%). 
 

• Goderich (5.7%) and Bluewater (5.6%) also have the highest percentage of establishments in 
creative industries in Huron County, compared to the total for the County at 3.8% and the 
Provincial average of 14.4%. 
 

• Average annual full-time wages in the County of Huron are $13,116 below the level for the 
province as whole.  

• Huron County is above the Provincial average of people with high school diplomas and 
apprenticeships or trade certificates.  At 23.8% Huron is slightly above the Provincial average of 
22.0% for people with college diplomas, but much lower at 12.3% than the Provincial average of 
30.7% for people with university degrees. At 22.0% (compared to the Provincial average of 
13.6%), Huron County also has a much higher number of people with no high school diploma or 
post secondary school education. 
 

• While the province as a whole experienced only a slight decline between 2001 and 2006 with 
respect to the percentage change in creative occupations, Huron County experienced a decrease 
in growth rate of -6.0% during the same time frame.  

• Similar to the concentration of creative industries found in Elgin County, Huron County’s highest 
proportion of creative firms are in the following areas: business consulting (69), engineering (36) 
and web & software (34).  
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Figure 36 - Profile of County of Huron 26

Ontario Huron Ashfield Bluewater Central Huron Goderich Howick Huron East Morris-Turnberry North Huron South Huron 
Population 2006 12,160,282 59,325 5,409   7,120     7,641         7,563   3,882  9,310     3,403              5,015      9,982         
Population change 1996-2006 13.1% -1.5% -1.2% 3.6% -2.8% 0.1% 5.3% -6.3% -2.9% -1.6% -2.4%
% Under 20 25.0% 25.8% 28.6% 24.1% 24.2% 21.9% 34.9% 28.1% 28.8% 25.5% 23.0%
% 20-64 61.4% 56.3% 55.0% 57.1% 57.9% 56.4% 53.0% 56.3% 54.2% 57.8% 56.7%
% 65+ 13.6% 17.9% 16.5% 18.9% 17.9% 21.7% 12.1% 15.6% 17.0% 16.7% 20.5%

Employment Rate 62.8% 64.5% 63.4% 66.3% 64.5% 56.6% 70.0% 70.8% 69.9% 66.1% 60.0%
Unemployment Rate 6.4% 4.4% 4.9% 2.8% 3.7% 6.3% 3.4% 3.1% 3.4% 5.9% 5.8%

% No certificate, diploma or degree 13.6% 22.0% 18.3% 23.0% 18.8% 15.8% 29.2% 26.3% 26.1% 22.4% 22.4%
% High school certificate or equivalent 25.0% 29.3% 26.7% 28.8% 30.8% 28.6% 27.6% 30.3% 26.7% 32.5% 29.0%
% Apprenticeship or trades certificate or diploma 8.8% 12.6% 13.4% 11.5% 13.1% 12.9% 12.6% 10.9% 12.3% 11.9% 14.1%
% College, CEGEP or other non-university certificate or diploma 22.0% 23.8% 25.5% 23.0% 21.1% 25.1% 23.0% 23.5% 23.0% 27.4% 23.8%
% University certificate, diploma or degree 30.7% 12.3% 16.1% 13.5% 16.2% 17.6% 7.9% 9.1% 11.7% 5.8% 10.6%

% creative occupations 34.7% 21.6% 20.1% 25.2% 22.4% 27.5% 15.9% 18.0% 17.5% 23.7% 20.9%
% service class occupations 41.5% 35.3% 31.6% 37.0% 34.4% 46.4% 28.2% 31.5% 25.9% 38.7% 35.0%
% working class occupations 22.1% 29.3% 26.1% 25.6% 28.1% 21.5% 33.3% 32.3% 33.5% 30.2% 33.0%
% agriculture & resources occupations 1.7% 13.7% 22.0% 11.1% 14.5% 4.0% 20.1% 17.6% 21.7% 7.6% 11.0%

% change in creative occupations 1996-2006 35.4% 21.5% - - - - - - - - -
% change in creative occupations 2001-2006 -0.2% -6.0% - -4.3% -3.3% -3.1% 16.1% -14.7% -2.5% -1.1% -9.9%

% establishments in creative industries 14.4% 3.8% 2.9% 5.6% 3.2% 5.7% 0.6% 2.2% 0.0% 3.8% 4.3%

Average annual full-time emplyment income 55,626$   42,510$  50,235$  39,484$    45,998$        48,841$  34,747$ 37,155$     39,380$              42,960$     42,888$         
Source: Statistics Canada: Census of Population, 1996 & 2006/Canadian Business Patterns Data June 2008

 

 

 

                                                      
26 Due to geographic reformation of some communities located within the County of Huron (after the conclusion of the 1996 census), we were unable to obtain the appropriate  
comparable data to display the change in creative occupations in 1996 – 2006. In some instances, we were able to provide updated data to display the change in creative occupations 
between 2001 – 2006.  
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Figure 37 - Number of Creative Industries, County of Huron 
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Source: Statistics Canada, Canadian Business Patterns Data: 2008 
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7.3 Oxford County 
 

Key observations include: 
 

• The rate of increase in population growth between 1996 and 2006 was highest in the 
communities of Tillsonburg (12.2%), Ingersoll (12.0%) and Woodstock (10.0%). These rates are 
very close to the provincial rate of growth of 13.1% during the same time period.    
 

• Lower than average wage levels in all parts of the county. The highest average annual full-time 
employment income level was found in Blandford-Blenheim with an average annual income of 
$52,792, still below the provincial average of $55,626. 
 

• As of 2006, low unemployment levels could be found in each of the communities with the lowest 
unemployment rate in Blandford-Blenheim (2.6%), suggesting full employment. 
 

• Below average levels of university graduates, but well above average levels of both 
apprenticeship and college graduates. 
 

• The proportion of creative occupations in Oxford County (22.3%), as well as each of its member 
communities, is well below the provincial average of 34.7%. 
 

• The share of establishments in creative industries between 1996 and 2006 is significantly lower 
than the provincial average (4.6%, which is 9.8% less than the provincial average), but consistent 
with the levels found in Elgin and Huron County (4.7% and 3.8%, respectively).   
 

• While Norwich and East-Zorra Tavistock experienced strong percentage growth in the share of 
creative occupations between 2001 – 2006 (17.7%, 13.2%, respectively), the communities of 
South-West Oxford (-16.7%) and Tilsonburg (-12.0%) each experienced a significant percentage 
loss.  
 

• The County of Oxford has the highest share of business consulting firms (98) when compared to 
Elgin and Huron Counties.  
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Figure 38 - Profile of County of Oxford27

Ontario Oxford Norwich Tillsonburg
South-West 

Oxford
Ingersoll  Zorra

 East Zorra-
Tavistock

 Woodstock
Blandford-
Blenheim

Population 2006 12,160,282 102,756    10,481      14,822         7,589              11,760      8,125        7,350          35,480       7,149         
Population change 1996-2006 13.1% 5.8% -0.7% 12.2% -2.6% 12.0% -0.2% 1.0% 10.0% -3.5%
% Under 20 25.0% 26.4% 32.2% 22.0% 29.4% 26.8% 27.3% 26.5% 25.1% 28.8%
% 20-64 61.4% 58.1% 55.7% 55.0% 59.2% 59.6% 59.8% 56.7% 58.7% 59.7%
% 65+ 13.6% 15.6% 12.2% 23.0% 11.2% 13.6% 13.0% 16.8% 16.2% 11.1%

Employment Rate 62.8% 66.0% 69.0% 57.1% 72.6% 68.2% 73.2% 69.5% 63.1% 73.3%
Unemployment Rate 6.4% 4.8% 3.7% 6.0% 3.5% 4.9% 4.8% 3.2% 5.7% 2.6%

% No certificate, diploma or degree 13.6% 19.5% 22.1% 20.9% 18.9% 20.1% 15.7% 18.3% 19.4% 19.0%
% High school certificate or equivalent 25.0% 31.0% 30.8% 29.4% 31.3% 31.5% 25.6% 29.1% 32.9% 31.7%
% Apprenticeship or trades certificate or diploma 8.8% 11.0% 13.0% 11.2% 12.5% 8.9% 10.8% 9.7% 10.7% 13.4%
% College, CEGEP or other non-university certificate or diploma 22.0% 24.5% 24.3% 23.8% 23.9% 27.2% 28.9% 29.8% 22.1% 23.9%
% University certificate, diploma or degree 30.7% 14.0% 9.7% 14.7% 13.4% 12.4% 19.0% 13.3% 14.9% 12.3%

% creative occupations 34.7% 22.3% 21.1% 22.6% 16.8% 19.9% 24.3% 22.8% 23.8% 22.4%
% service class occupations 41.5% 37.0% 30.1% 37.9% 33.7% 41.6% 31.6% 34.9% 40.8% 30.4%
% working class occupations 22.1% 34.4% 35.1% 37.0% 34.2% 37.3% 28.7% 30.6% 34.1% 36.0%
% agriculture & resources occupations 1.7% 6.3% 13.6% 2.5% 15.0% 0.9% 14.8% 11.2% 1.3% 10.6%

% change in creative occupations 1996-2006 35.4% 10.8% - -2.1% - - 17.6% - - -
% change in creative occupations 2001-2006 -0.2% -3.0% 17.7% -12.0% -16.7% -10.1% -2.8% 13.2% - -

% establishments in creative industries 14.4% 4.6% 1.8% 4.6% 2.1% 5.2% 4.0% 5.1% 5.5% 5.7%

Average annual full-time emplyment income 55,626$   47,303$ 42,496$ 47,316$    44,490$       49,365$ 46,841$ 45,164$    47,930$  52,792$   
Source: Statistics Canada: Census of Population, 1996 & 2006/Canadian Business Patterns Data June 2008

 

 

 

 

 

                                                      
27 Due to geographic reformation of some communities located within the County of Huron (after the conclusion of the 1996 census), we were unable to obtain the appropriate  
comparable data to display the change in creative occupations in 1996 – 2006. In some instances, we were able to provide updated data to display the change in creative occupations 
between 2001 – 2006.  
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Figure 39 - Number of Creative Industries, County of Oxford 
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Source: Statistics Canada, Canadian Business Patterns Data: 2008 
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7.4 Centre Wellington  
Key observations include: 

• High rates of population growth occurred in Centre Wellington between 1996 and 2006 (19.6%), 
as compared to the rate of growth in the province (6.5%).28

• Slightly higher percentage of the population under the age of 20 years as compared to the 
province. 

  

• An unemployment rate of 3.3% suggesting nearly full employment.  

• Below average levels of university graduates when compared to the province, but above average 
levels of college graduates and apprenticeship/trade certificates. 

• Only slightly below average levels of creative workers, with above average working class and 
agriculture & resource occupations. 

• Centre Wellington has the highest percentage of creative industries of all Southwestern 
communities at a rate of 11.4%, which is just 3.0% lower than the provincial average of 14.4%.  

• Between 2001 and 2006, Centre Wellington experienced an increase of 2.2% in its share of 
creative occupations as compared to the provincial rate of change of -0.2%.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
                                                      
26 A - Adjusted Population Count Counts have been adjusted to reflect 2001 Census boundaries. This data represents 100% of the 
population based upon 2001 geographic legal areas. Users wishing to compare 2001 Census data with those of other censuses 
should take into account that the boundaries of geographic areas may change from one census to another. In order to facilitate 
comparison, the 1996 Census population counts are adjusted, as needed, to account for boundary changes between the 1996 and 
2001 Censuses. 
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Figure 40 - Profile of Centre Wellington29

Ontario Centre Wellington
Population 2006 12,160,282 26,049              
Population change 1996-2006 13.1% 19.6%
% Under 20 25.0% 27.2%
% 20-64 61.4% 57.9%
% 65+ 13.6% 14.9%

Employment Rate 62.8% 67.9%
Unemployment Rate 6.4% 3.3%

% No certificate, diploma or degree 13.6% 15.5%
% High school certificate or equivalent 25.0% 27.9%
% Apprenticeship or trades certificate or diploma 8.8% 10.6%
% College, CEGEP or other non-university certificate or diploma 22.0% 24.0%
% University certificate, diploma or degree 30.7% 22.0%

% creative occupations 34.7% 31.6%
% service class occupations 41.5% 35.3%
% working class occupations 22.1% 29.5%
% agriculture & resources occupations 1.7% 3.6%

% change in creative occupations 1996-2006 35.4% -
% change in creative occupations 2001-2006 -0.2% 2.2%

% establishments in creative industries 14.4% 11.4%

Average annual full-time emplyment income 55,626$   53,828$                
Source: Statistics Canada: Census of Population, 1996 & 2006/Canadian Business Patterns Data June 2008

  

 

Figure 41 - Number of Creative Industries, Centre Wellington 
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Source: Statistics Canada, Canadian Business Patterns Data: 2008 

                                                      
29 Due to formation of Centre Wellington after the conclusion of the 1996 census, we were unable to obtain the appropriate  
comparable data to display the change in creative occupations in 1996 – 2006 
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7.5 Chatham-Kent  
Key observations include: 

• As of 2006, Chatham-Kent had a high unemployment rate of just over 7.0%.30

• The population in Chatham-Kent declined between 1996 and 2006, while the provincial average 
grew at a rate of 13.1%. 

 

• The municipality has nearly half the provincial average of university graduates at a rate of 13.5% 
along with below average levels of creative employment. 

• Chatham-Kent has above average levels of apprenticeship/trade certificate and college 
graduates. 

• The percentage of establishments classified within the creative industries is extremely low. 

• The municipality experienced negative growth in its share of creative occupations between 2001 
and 2006 of -2.4%.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

                                                      
30 A - Adjusted Population Count Counts have been adjusted to reflect 2001 Census boundaries. These data represent 100% of the 
population based upon 2001 geographic legal areas. Users wishing to compare 2001 Census data with those of other censuses 
should take into account that the boundaries of geographic areas may change from one census to another. In order to facilitate 
comparison, the 1996 Census population counts are adjusted, as needed, to account for boundary changes between the 1996 and 
2001 Censuses. 
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Figure 42 - Profile of Chatham-Kent31

Ontario Chatham-Kent
Population 2006 12,160,282 108,177       
Population change 1996-2006 13.1% -1.1%
% Under 20 25.0% 25.4%
% 20-64 61.4% 58.7%
% 65+ 13.6% 15.9%

Employment Rate 62.8% 61.1%
Unemployment Rate 6.4% 7.2%

% No certificate, diploma or degree 13.6% 20.9%
% High school certificate or equivalent 25.0% 30.1%
% Apprenticeship or trades certificate or diploma 8.8% 9.8%
% College, CEGEP or other non-university certificate or diploma 22.0% 25.7%
% University certificate, diploma or degree 30.7% 13.5%

% creative occupations 34.7% 22.8%
% service class occupations 41.5% 39.7%
% working class occupations 22.1% 31.4%
% agriculture & resources occupations 1.7% 6.1%

% change in creative occupations 1996-2006 35.4% -
% change in creative occupations 2001-2006 -0.2% -2.4%

% establishments in creative industries 14.4% 4.0%

Average annual full-time emplyment income 55,626$   45,567$          
Source: Statistics Canada: Census of Population, 1996 & 2006/Canadian Business Patterns Data June 2008

  

 

Figure 43 - Number of Creative Industries, Chatham-Kent 
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Source: Statistics Canada, Canadian Business Patterns Data: 2008 

                                                      
31 Due to boundary changes during the amalgamation of the Municipality of Chatham in 1998, we were unable to obtain the 
appropriate  comparable data to display the change in creative occupations in 1996 – 2006  
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7.6 Minto 
Key observations include: 

• The population of Minto experienced a positive rate of growth of 8.3% between 1996 and 2006.32

• Along with a strong rate of population growth, Minto also experienced an high level of growth in 
its creative occupations sector between 1996 – 2006 (56.6%), far exceeding the provincial 
average of 35.4%. 

 

• Higher than average rates of apprenticeship/trade certificates, but below average levels of college 
and university graduates. 

• Significantly higher rates of occupations in the agriculture & resource industries relative to the 
provincial average.  

• Substantially lower levels of creative occupations (17.0% lower) and creative industry 
establishments (11.5% lower) when compared to both the provincial average and the overall 
performance of Southwestern Ontario. 

• When compared to the other lower-tier municipalities, Minto experienced the highest rate of 
growth in creative occupations between 2001 and 2006, with a rate of 3.3%.   

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
                                                      
32 A - Adjusted Population Count Counts have been adjusted to reflect 2001 Census boundaries. These data represent 100% of the 
population based upon 2001 geographic legal areas. Users wishing to compare 2001 Census data with those of other censuses 
should take into account that the boundaries of geographic areas may change from one census to another. In order to facilitate 
comparison, the 1996 Census population counts are adjusted, as needed, to account for boundary changes between the 1996 and 
2001 Censuses. 
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Figure 44 - Profile of Minto33

Ontario Minto
Population 2006 12,160,282 8,504      
Population change 1996-2006 13.1% 8.3%
% Under 20 25.0% 27.4%
% 20-64 61.4% 55.3%
% 65+ 13.6% 17.3%

Employment Rate 62.8% 65.3%
Unemployment Rate 6.4% 3.7%

% No certificate, diploma or degree 13.6% 24.3%
% High school certificate or equivalent 25.0% 31.3%
% Apprenticeship or trades certificate or diploma 8.8% 13.1%
% College, CEGEP or other non-university certificate or diploma 22.0% 17.5%
% University certificate, diploma or degree 30.7% 13.7%

% creative occupations 34.7% 17.7%
% service class occupations 41.5% 32.6%
% working class occupations 22.1% 37.0%
% agriculture & resources occupations 1.7% 11.7%

% change in creative occupations 1996-2006 35.4% -
% change in creative occupations 2001-2006 -0.2% 3.3%

% establishments in creative industries 14.4% 2.9%

Average annual full-time emplyment income 55,626$   39,344$     
Source: Statistics Canada: Census of Population, 1996 & 2006/Canadian Business Patterns Data June 2008

 

 

Figure 45 - Number of Creative Industries, Minto 
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33 Due to boundary changes during the amalgamation of the Town of Minto after the 1996 census, we were unable to obtain the 
appropriate  comparable data to display the change in creative occupations in 1996 – 2006 
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7.7 Summary of Findings 
While a detailed analysis of the creative economies in these sub regions is beyond the scope of this 
report, there are a number of observations that can be extracted from each community’s overview.  

• There are far fewer university graduates in each of the sub regions as compared to the level of high 
school and college graduates.  

 
• Creative occupations in each of these sub regions are concentrated in creative management and 

teaching occupations. These range from: 
 
o Specialist Management, 
o Managers in retail trade, food and accommodation, 
o Teachers and professors, and  
o Managers (other)  

 
• The higher concentration of teachers and professors is a positive attribute for each of these 

communities when considering the role of post secondary institutions in the furthering of the creative 
economy of Southwestern Ontario.   

 
• The percentage of creative occupations is stronger in the small urban areas both on a regional level 

(Southwestern Ontario as a whole) as well as a local community level. In the case of Centre 
Wellington, the share of labour in creative occupations may be a result of its proximity to the major 
urban centre of Guelph and to a lesser extent Kitchener-Waterloo. This proximity provides the 
township with an advantage of being close to critical mass of networking opportunities, which may in 
turn help to foster creative economic activity.  

 
• Despite these strengths, Southwestern Ontario is not performing as well in the creative economy as 

other parts of the Province in terms of share of creative establishments and occupations. 
Municipalities located within the region also suffer from lower rates post secondary education 
attainment. Given the rate of growth in creative occupations that are linked to the role of post 
secondary institutions, this may be an area for additional investment to promote the future 
development of the creative economy.  
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8 Charting a Course  
Having developed an understanding of the importance and impact of the creative economy in 
Southwestern Ontario, the final component of this exercise is the identification of the actions and tools 
that will enable the growth and development of this segment of the region’s economy.  

The recommendations presented here are directed at a range of key stakeholders and reflect examples of 
best practices and efforts to develop a creative economy at local and regional levels. By nature, the 
recommendations comprise tools in the form of programming, marketing efforts, etc., as well as strategies 
that address a broader integration of ideas and initiatives that will enable the development of the creative 
economy. 

Designing and implementing a creative economy strategy is not unlike the efforts followed in the 
development of an effective business retention and expansion program. This approach can provide a 
familiar foundation on which to build a local or regional creative economy.  

Based on the background review of best practices and input received from local and regional 
stakeholders, the approach needed to foster local creativity and build a creative economy falls into four 
broad categories:  

• Co-ordination of stakeholders 

o Effectively positioning the creative economy as a significant economic opportunity 
requires the collaboration and co-ordination of various governments, businesses, 
intermediaries, educational institutions and not-for-profit agencies. 

• Enhanced networking and building an environment of creativity 

o The creative economy is multi-sectoral and requires both physical and virtual networking 
opportunities to enable collaboration and foster creativity. 

• Nurturing creative enterprises and people 

o Successful business retention and expansion programs geared to the creative economy 
can provide ongoing programs and support to help existing businesses expand with new 
products and new markets. 

• Marketing of place and place branding 

o A strong quality of place experience is required to attract and retain creative people and 
industries. This includes: recreational and cultural amenities, diversity of entertainment 
offerings, public transit, community safety, availability of health care and more. But 
people also want to live in places with a distinct identity and sense of place emerging 
from the unique stories and history of the community, distinctive natural and cultural 
heritage, and other special attributes. 

The recommendations that follow have placed an emphasis on these broad themes taking into 
consideration the full range of stakeholders and participants in this process, and the role they have in the 
implementation of recommendations. 
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While the current performance of Southwestern Ontario’s creative economic indicators is below the 
provincial average, the shift towards a better understanding of this sector will help provide an opportunity 
for future high growth of this industry sector.   

8.1 Recommendations and Actions 
A discussion of the toolbox and actions needed to move forward with the expansion and development of 
a creative economy is broad, and includes both current and longer-term opportunities.  

To advance the creative economy agenda in Southwestern Ontario in the short to medium term requires 
more immediate action on a variety of issues. This involves action on the part of the region, as well as the 
lower-tier communities that are committed to developing this aspect of their local economy. The province 
also has a role to support and enable further development of this aspect of the economy.   

8.1.1 Become Part of a Creative Economy Provincial Alliance 

One outcome of this three-study process was the need and desire to strike up a Creative Economy 
Provincial Alliance. The Southwestern region has a role to play in furthering the dialogue and 
understanding of the importance of the creative economy to the future prosperity and growth of the region 
by: 

1. Participating in the establishment of such an alliance, which will play a co-ordinating role in moving 
actions identified in this report forward to implementation. Also, ensuring representation from all 
elements of the creative economy.  

2. Advocating for a coherent policy framework across ministries to support creative economy 
development. 

3. Funding the development of a community toolkit (and potential web portal) to support and build 
capacity among the economic development and planning community to build creative economies. 
The toolkit should have (at least) three components:  

a. Communication tools to help change mindsets about the creative economy in municipalities 
and among business and community stakeholders. E.g. PowerPoint presentations, 
development of local and regional case studies that demonstrate the breadth and diversity of 
the creative economy. 

b. Communities of practice tools to support stronger networking and knowledge-building 
among professionals and practitioners working in creative economy development within 
communities, such as municipal planners, EDOs, representatives from BIAs, chambers of 
commerce, tourism marketing destination organizations and others with interests in the area. 
Tools should include: speakers lists, identification of regional ambassadors, best practices in 
economic development and planning, performance indicators and mentoring opportunities.  

c. A self-assessment tool for communities to measure or gauge their readiness for the creative 
economy, based on key factors and performance indicators. Consider the Ontario Ministry of 
Agriculture, Food and Rural Affairs (OMAFRA) as a potential partner in this regard. 

4. Demonstrating the importance of the creative economy through the historic investment many 
communities have already made in their creative economy—an emphasis on quality of life (e.g. 
housing affordability and availability, urban/rural lifestyles), investment in quality of place (e.g. BIAs, 
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downtown revitalization), investment in public realm and public infrastructure (e.g. parks, trailways, 
waterfront), attraction of skilled workforce, efforts of training boards and CFDCs and Enterprise 
Centres to support for growth in small business and entrepreneurs, which lays the basis for our 
creative economy.  

5. Developing Southwestern regional and provincial case studies that profile and promote the use and 
outcomes of existing government programs and toolkits, such as:  

a. Downtown Revitalization 

b. Main Street Ontario 

c. First Impressions Program 

d. Heritage Conservation Districts 

e. Community Improvement Plans  

6. Developing case studies that profile local entrepreneurs and businesses that have been attracted to 
Southwestern Ontario or other parts of the province because of the quality of place and the value 
given to community and cultural assets by local municipalities. 

7. Pursuing stronger relationships with postsecondary institutions (colleges and universities) and 
economic development associations to expand their participation in building the creative economy. 
This should include:    

a. The development of training and speaker sessions by Economic Developers Council of 
Ontario (EDCO), Economic Developers Association of Canada (EDAC) or the University of 
Waterloo to raise the level of understanding and awareness of the creative economy among 
economic development stakeholders; and 

b. Integration of a creative economy program in Year One and Year Two of the EDAC 
accreditation program for economic development professionals. 

8. Developing a creative economy handbook that provides a listing of government programs and 
services to support the growth of a creative economy. The handbook should also provide profiles of 
business, entrepreneurs or organizations that contribute to the success of the creative economy. 

9. Organizing public education to make the creative economy more visible. Local public officials, 
business, business support organizations and the community at large should be targeted. Efforts 
could also be made to connect creative industry leaders to students in local K-12 schools. 

10. Conducting regular networking sessions with local economic development stakeholders (e.g. BIAs, 
chambers of commerce, Business Enterprise Centres and training boards) to discuss progress of the 
action plan and communicate impact and potential of creative economy.  

11. Lobbying all levels of government and service providers for the provision of high speed and reliable 
broadband service across Southwestern Ontario and the province, as a primary tool with which to 
enable growth of the creative economy. 
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8.1.2 Local Municipalities and Stakeholders within Southwestern Ontario  
Local municipalities and stakeholders can also play a significant role in supporting and enabling the 
growth of Southwestern Ontario’s creative economy by:  

1. Developing and maintaining up-to-date business directories for the community. Directories should 
include website and email contacts, as well as primary business activity.  

2. Working with local partners (e.g. chambers of commerce, boards of trades, BIAs) to complete annual 
surveys of creative economy establishments and entrepreneurs, to develop a more thorough 
understanding of the needs emerging from this sector of economy. This can be done effectively 
through the use of online tools, such as SurveyMonkey. 

3. Updating or undertaking economic development strategic plans to reflect the priorities of the creative 
economy i.e. needs of businesses and workers. 

4. Working with Planning Departments to bring creative sector and creative economy issues and policy 
considerations into land use and other areas of municipal planning, including integration into official 
plans. This could include:  

a. Enhanced zoning provisions that enable live/work space, home-based businesses and a 
broader range of business uses in downtowns; and 

b. Use of Community Improvement Plans to enable facade improvements and upper storey 
residential development in downtowns, and tax incentives that enable the redevelopment or 
repositioning of older, obsolete buildings. 

5. Undertaking a cultural and creative mapping exercise to identify creative places and spaces in the 
community that appeal at local and regional levels. Use public and outdoor public spaces to 
showcase the community’s creativity through public art, events, exhibits, etc. 

6. Developing and implementing Economic Development Marketing and Branding Strategies that 
include:  

a. Place branding; 

b. Enhanced website content for economic development; 

c. A comprehensive community profile document that captures the “authentic” aspects of a 
community and can also be used as a business and

d. An Internet strategy and an audience focus that includes the use of social networking tools 
(such as Facebook, MySpace, LinkedIn) to enhance promotional efforts; 

 workforce recruitment tool; 

e. Identification of tactics for engaging creative businesses, industries and entrepreneurs; 

f. The development of a portfolio of local entrepreneur success stories and testimonials to be 
used in a community profile, and other marketing and promotional efforts. 

7. Developing web tools to attract creative economy business investment, such as the Build a New Life 
site developed in Prince Edward County34

                                                      
34 www.buildanewlife.ca 

. 
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8. Developing a full human resources and skills asset map of the local population, to be used in 
business and workforce attraction efforts, as well as performance monitoring. 

8.1.3 Government of Ontario 
Support from the Province of Ontario, and its relevant ministries, is essential to achieving sustained 
growth of the creative economy. For the development of a successful creative economy, three key areas 
of focus are required from the province: 

• Creative Economy Policy Development  

• Creative Economy Tool Development 

• Creative Economy Funding Programs 

For this reason, it is recommended that the province: 

1. Strike a provincial leadership group to support the rollout of a creative economy strategy in other 
parts of the province. This group should have representation from all relevant provincial ministries 
and other agencies with mandates or interests relevant to the creative economy agenda. 

2. Develop an integrated and appropriate suite of indicators to assess progress in creative economy 
development. Ensure co-ordination with the cultural indicators project commissioned by the Ontario 
Ministry of Culture. 

3. Support the establishment of a provincial cultural mapping system to enable more municipalities to 
complete baseline mapping of the creative cultural sector and provide enhanced funding to support 
more municipalities undertaking municipal cultural plans. 

4. Support effective integration of creative economy planning within Integrated Community Sustainability 
Plans required of municipalities as a provision of the Federal Gas Tax transfers. 

5. Support and communicate best practices in the integration of creative sector planning in Official Plans 
and land use planning in municipalities, consistent with expectations set out in legislations such as 
Places to Grow. 

6. Ontario in a Creative Age also addressed the new skills and competencies required in the creative 
economy. In this context, consideration should be given by the Government of Ontario to examine the 
results of the Singapore study and their relevance and application in Ontario.  

7. Consider modeling the competency analysis being used in Singapore to define job standards in 
specific creative sector jobs to guide job descriptions and performance measurement. The analysis 
can also provide evidence-based input to universities and colleges in shaping curriculum.  

 

Partner with OMAFRA (which has a mandate and infrastructure for program delivery and expressed 
interest in playing a role) in such projects as develop a self-assessment tool for communities to measure 
or gauge their readiness for the creative economy using key factors and performance indicators. 
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Appendix I 
Creative Industries Defined 
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NAICS Codes INDUSTRY CATEGORIES

ADVERTISING 

541810 Advertising Agencies

541830 Media Buying Agencies

541840 Media Representatives

541850 Display Advertising

541860 Direct Mail Advertising

541899 All Other Services Related to Advertising

ARCHITECTURE 

541310 Architectural Services

541320 Landscape Architectural Services

ARTISTS

453920 Art Dealers

711511 Independent Artists, Visual Arts

711512 Independent Actors, Comedians and Performers

711513 Independent Writers and Authors

BUSINESS CONSULTING

541611 Administrative Management and General Management Consulting Services

541612 Human Resources Consulting Services

541619 Other Management Consulting Services

DESIGN 

541410 Interior Design Services

541420 Industrial Design Services

541430 Graphic Design Services

541490 Other Specialized Design Services

Southwestern Ontario Creative Economy Industry Categories and NAICS Codes 

 
EDUCATION 

611210 Community Colleges and C.E.G.E.P.s

611310 Universities

611410 Business and Secretarial Schools

611420 Computer Training

611430 Professional and Management Development Training

611610 Fine Arts Schools

ENGINEERING

541330 Engineering Services

541620 Environmental Consulting Services

541690 Other Scientific and Technical Consulting Services

541710 Research and Development in the Physical, Engineering and Life Sciences

541720 Research and Development in the Social Sciences and Humanities
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FILM 

512110 Motion Picture and Video Production

512120 Motion Picture and Video Distribution

512130 Motion Picture and Video Exhibition

512190 Post-Production and Other Motion Picture and Video Industries

GAMES 

334610 Manufacturing and Reproducing Magnetic and Optical Media

339930 Doll, Toy and Game Manufacturing

414460 Toy and Hobby Goods Wholesaler-Distributors

HERITAGE

712120 Historic and Heritage Sites

712130 Zoos and Botanical Gardens

712190 Nature Parks and Other Similar Institutions

MARKETING 

541910 Marketing Research and Public Opinion Polling

MUSEUMS 

712111 Non-Commercial Art Museums and Galleries

712115 History and Science Museums

712119 Other Museums

813210 Grant-Making and Giving Services

MUSIC

512230 Music Publishers

512240 Sound Recording Studios

512290 Other Sound Recording Industries  
  PERFORMING ARTS 

711111 Theatre (except Musical) Companies 

711112 Musical Theatre and Opera Companies 

711120 Dance Companies 

711130 Musical Groups and Artists 

711190 Other Performing Arts Companies 

711311 Live Theatres and Other Performing Arts Presenters with Facilities 

711319 Sports Stadiums and Other Presenters with Facilities 

711321 Performing Arts Promoters (Presenters) without Facilities 

711322 Festivals without Facilities 

711329 Sports Presenters and Other Presenters without Facilities 

711410 Agents and Managers for Artists, Athletes, Entertainers and Other Public Figures 

  PHOTOGRAPHIC SERVICES 

541920 Photographic Services 
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PUBLIC RELATIONS

541820 Public Relations Services

PUBLISHING

511110 Newspaper Publishers

511120 Periodical Publishers

511130 Book Publishers

511140 Directory and Mailing List Publishers

511190 Other Publishers

519110 News Syndicates

RADIO & TELEVISION

515110 Radio Broadcasting

515120 Television Broadcasting

515210 Pay and Specialty Television

WEB & SOFTWARE

511210 Software Publishers

517210 Wireless Telecommunications Carriers (except Satellite)

518210 Data Processing, Hosting and Related Services

519130 Internet Publishing and Broadcasting and Web Search Portals

519190 All Other Information Services

541510 Computer Systems Design and Related Services

Source: University of Toronto, Millier Dickinson Blais Inc., 2009    
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Appendix II 
Creative Occupations Defined  
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Creative Occupations Type
      A0 Senior management occupations CC

Occupations in this major group are primarily concerned with establishing government 
policy and carrying out the functions of management through middle managers, in all levels 
of government and in industrial, commercial, or institutional organizations. Managing 
functions include: planning, organizing, co-ordinating, directing, controlling, staffing, and 
formulating, implementing or enforcing policy. Supervising is not considered to be a 
management function.

      A1 Specialist managers CC
Occupations in this major group are primarily concerned with carrying out the functions of 
management in a specialized field such as finance, personnel, purchasing, sales, 
production, engineering or facility management within an industrial, commercial, 
professional or institutional organization in the private or government sectors. Managing 
functions include: planning, organizing, co-ordinating, directing, controlling, staffing, and 
formulating, implementing or enforcing policy. Supervising is not considered to be a 
management function.

      A2 Managers in retail trade, food and accommodation services CC
Occupations in this major group are primarily concerned with carrying out the functions of 
management in restaurants and accomodation service businesses, such as hotels and 
resorts, and in retail stores. Managing functions include: planning, organizing, co-ordinating, 
directing, controlling, staffing, and formulating, implementing or enforcing policy. Supervising 
is not considered to be a management function.

      A3 Other managers, n.e.c. CC
Occupations in this major group are primarily concerned with carrying out the functions of 
management not elsewhere classified. Managing functions include: planning, organizing, co-
ordinating, directing, controlling, staffing, and formulating, implementing, or enforcing policy. 
Supervising is not considered to be a management function.

      B0 Professional occupations in business and finance CC
Occupations in this major group are primarily concerned with examining and analyzing 
accounting records; researching and analyzing financial performances of companies; 
selling stocks and bonds; providing professional services in human resources related to 
recruitment, labour relations and training; the analyses of management methods; and the 
advertising needs of companies.

      B1 Finance and insurance administration occupations CC
Occupations in this major group are primarily concerned with performing clerical and 
administrative tasks related to insurance and financial operations.  

      C0 Professional occupations in natural and applied sciences CC
Occupations in this major group are primarily concerned with conducting experimental and 
theoretical research into physical and life sciences, applying scientific knowledge in 
engineering and architectural projects, and designing systems which make use of 
electronic data processing equipment in industrial and commercial situations.

      C1 Technical occupations related to natural and applied sciences CC
Occupations in this major group are primarily concerned with providing technical support to 
professionals in science and engineering.  
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Cont’d35

      D0 Professional occupations in health CC
Occupations in this major group are primarily concerned with diagnosing and treating health 
problems in humans and animals and with providing related services such as pharmacy, 
nutrition, speech therapy, physiotherapy and occupational therapy. Occupations concerned 
with professional nursing care are classified in Major Group D1 - Nurse Supervisors and 
Registered Nurses.

      D1 Nurse supervisors and registered nurses CC

Occupations in this major group are primarily concerned with providing direct nursing care.
      D2 Technical and related occupations in health CC

Occupations in this major group are primarily concerned with providing technical support to 
professionals in medicine and health. Technologists and technicians that are supervisors 
are included in this major group

  

      E0 Judges, lawyers, psychologists, social workers, ministers of religion, and policy and program                                              
officers CC

Occupations in this major group are primarily concerned with the functioning of human 
society as it relates to law, psychology, social work, religion and economics.

      E1 Teachers and professors CC
Occupations in this major group are primarily concerned with teaching.

      F0 Professional occupations in art and culture CC
Occupations in this major group are primarily concerned with writing and editing; 
developing communications programs for organizations; providing translation services; 
producing programs in performing arts; singing, playing musical instruments, dancing or 
acting; producing original art by painting, drawing or sculpting; and setting up repositories 
for books, historical documents and artifacts.

      F1 Technical occupations in art, culture, recreation and sport CC
Occupations in this major group are primarily concerned with entertaining; graphic art; 
designing interiors, clothing, theatrical sets; making patterns for textile products; producing 
handicrafts; operating cameras; laying out artwork; operating broadcasting equipment; 
operating audio recording equipment; providing support in the performing arts; participating 
in or officiating at sporting events; coaching athletes; and instructing in athletic or 
recreational programs.

University of Toronto, Millier Dickinson Blais Inc 2006

CC:Creative Class SC: Service Class WC: Working Class AC: Agriculture Class  

 

 

 

 

 

 

                                                      
35 For additional definitions for service class, working class and agriculture class please see the following website: 
http://stds.statcan.gc.ca/soc-cnp/2006/cs-rc-eng.asp?cretaria=F1 
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Appendix III 
Selected US and Ontario Best Practices  
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US Best Practices  

• Austin, Texas 

The Creative Industries Loan Guarantee Program managed by City of Austin Economic Growth and 
Redevelopment Services is designed to encourage private lenders to provide financing for creative 
industries, not-for-profits related to those creative industries and individuals involved in those creative 
industries. 

Austin’s cultural sector includes leading edge discipline hybrids: an emerging “green” art community 
which includes community based organization, Austin Green Art and examples of arts and health 
strategies for example at the Dell Children’s hospital. 

A Create Austin cultural plan was supported by a 70 person Leadership Council, a Working Group and 6 
community Task Forces. The Plan proposes the establishment of a permanent Create Austin Leadership 
Group to oversee Plan implementation. The creation of community based Creative Alliance to provide 
essential services to individuals and organizations are proposed. 

• San Jose, California  

A Creative Entrepreneurship Project is a yearlong project developed and delivered in partnership with the 
Centre for Cultural Innovation (CCI) to explore the development of tools and resources to support the 
creative sector. This includes a needs assessment; development and delivery of training workshops 
based on CCI’s Business of Art workshop series, and grants to support artists and creative entrepreneurs 
in professional development and career planning. The project’s cross- sectoral steering group is drawn 
from technology industries, artists, the philanthropic community, higher education and small business 
development agencies. 

An Economic Development Strategy in 2003 established a vision of building “a creative city that pioneers 
innovation within and across technology, business, culture and society.” The City is dedicated to 
exploring the relationship between the arts, culture and the wider technology sector.  

• Broward County, Florida 

The Emerging Cultural Leaders Program is a new, 2- year program aiming to cultivate Broward County’s 
next generation of cultural leaders focusing on people with the will and desire to develop cultural 
leadership skills. 

The county offers a range of “technical assistance” and business skills resources and workshops through 
Art Serve, a multi-purpose facility that offers a shared office environment and venue at affordable costs to 
non-profit cultural organizations in Broward County. Art Serve encourages the growth of cultural 
organizations with educational and marketing programs including the Art of Doing Business workshop 
series, and the Broward County Commission’s Cultural Division’s Cooperative Marketing 
Program

 

. ArtServe has become a national model for other arts supporting organizations 
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Ontario Best Practices 

The following examples of local best practice aim to identify projects that provide inspiring ideas and 
practical strategies that address the need for new partnerships and approaches, address multiple public 
policy agendas, and offer new models for governance, financing and project delivery.  

 

• NGen (Niagara Interactive Media Generator), St. Catharines, Ontario  

Overview 

nGen is a business generator and capacity builder in the interactive media sector. Building on a vibrant 
interactive media sector in the Niagara region, the project aims to create a hub and foster synergies 
between creative and enabler enterprises, local arts and culture industries in the region, as well as the 
educational programs, research and development expertise, and infrastructure at Brock University and 
Niagara College. nGen is located in downtown St. Catharines in a new office/production facility. It is co-
located with the St. Catharines and Area Small Business Enterprise Centre. 

nGen will offer media networking advisory services and seminars in business development, marketing, 
finance and investment to support the establishment of new creative enterprises. Selected 
graduate/entrepreneurs will be provided with a modest income support for between 6 months and a year 
during which time, they will also be provided with space, equipment and software that will enable them to 
develop their own project. At the same time, they will be asked to contribute 50% of their time to an nGen 
project.  

Financing 

nGen received $245,000 in start up funding from the Ontario Ministry of Culture through the Ontario 
Media Development Corporation (OMDC). The City of St. Catharines will contribute $90,000. The total 
budget for the stand-alone institution is $560,000 over two years. Brock University, Niagara College, City 
of St. Catharines EDTS, Niagara Economic Development Corporation, Interactive Ontario and Silicon 
Knights will be contributing in-kind contributions to the project. 

Partnership & Collaboration 

nGen is the result of a feasibility study exploring mechanisms to support a new media cluster in Niagara 
which was funded by the Ontario Media Development Corporation (OMDC). The following groups were 
contributors to the study and the development process: 

 Interactive Ontario 

 Regional Municipality of Niagara, 

 City of St. Catharines 

 Niagara Economic Development Agency 

 Niagara Enterprise Agency 

 Canadian Association of Business Incubation 

 Canadian Interactive Alliance 

 Economic Developers Association of Canada 

 National Business Incubation Association 
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Silicon Knights, one of Ontario's largest video game developers, was a major contributor to the project. 
The company is headquartered in St. Catharines, Ontario. 

 

• Shenkman Arts Center, East Ottawa Orleans Town Centre, Ottawa 

Overview 

The City of Ottawa has partnered with the Orleans Township Centre Partnership, led by Forum Leasehold 
Partners, to develop the 86,000-square-foot Shenkman Arts Centre.  Slated to open in 2009, the new 
facility will include a 500-seat theatre, a 100-seat studio theatre, two art galleries and instructional and 
rehearsal spaces for visual, media and performing arts.  Primary occupants include the Gloucester 
Pottery School, Arts Ottawa East, Orleans Young Players, Mouvement d’implication Francophone 
d’Orleans and Visual Arts Centre, Orleans.  

Financing 

The Centre will occupy 4 of 19 acres of the East Town Centre redevelopment.  As part of the same 
public-private partnership with Forum, the City transferred over the full 19 acres (with a loan guarantee) 
and the now redundant City-owned Cumberland Township complex, to be redeveloped into office, retail, 
residential/condo and community uses. Capital costs are estimated at $36.8 million.36

Partnership & Collaboration 

 It and the centre’s 
continued operations will be supported by contributions from Orleans Township Centre Partnership ($12 
million): City of Ottawa (land contribution; $3 million for site servicing costs) and Sec 110 of the Ontario 
Planning Act: Municipal Capital Facilities Agreements. The remaining $10 - $13.5 net capital costs will be 
covered by a lease to own approach through annual payments by the City for over 25 years.   

Initially a project of the pre-amalgamated City of Gloucester, the City of Ottawa began the official process 
of selecting a private partner for developing the Art Centre with an RFP in Dec 2006.  The Orleans 
Township Centre Partnership, led by Forum Leasehold Partners, was selected along with partners Aecon 
Buildings, Lalande + Doyle Architects and Johnson Controls to manage operations.  This initiative 
represents the first ever private-public partnership to construct a cultural facility in Ottawa. 

 

• The Stratford Institute, Stratford, Ontario  

The Stratford Institute (SI) is a research and commercial convergence centre intending to drive the next 
generation of digital media technologies, applications and content models. SI is designed as a meeting 
place for science, technology, commerce and culture. The institute will provide a centre for bringing 
together the innovation community, and will emphasize the links between the fine and performing arts and 
the scientific and technological community, primarily to uncover and advance opportunities for 
commercialisation. Working with the University of Waterloo (UW), students will be able to work closely 
with the researchers, companies and entrepreneurs of the Stratford Institute so that new ideas, creations 
and discoveries are commonplace occurrences throughout the campus. 

UW-Stratford will focus on academic programs that investigate global business and digital media. 
Participation by major cultural institutions such as the Stratford Festival and leading Canadian 
corporations promises to create a unique and powerful model for student engagement, corporate-artistic-
academic collaboration, and a Canada-centred approach to the development of entrepreneurship. UW 
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has added a new stream - Culture - into its traditional approach to innovation which until now has focused 
exclusively on the commercialization of scientific and technological developments. By adding culture 
(represented by the fine and performing arts) there will be opportunities for interaction with science and 
technology researchers, and for all of them to engage with existing companies, entrepreneurs and 
venture capitalists 

Financing - The new $30 million university campus in Stratford received funding from three key 
supporters - the City of Stratford, the Province of Ontario and corporate leader Open Text. The provincial 
government pledged $10 million to the University of Waterloo, while the City of Stratford has committed to 
$10 million plus land. Open Text of Waterloo contributed $10 million for operational funding. The 
remaining $10 million is expected to come from the private sector. 

Partnerships & Collaboration - Open Text Corporation is a key project partner. Developed at the 
University of Waterloo in the late 1980s, Open Text is a market leader in developing and selling high 
performance text retrieval software products in today’s global marketplace. Open Text will contribute 
funding, technology and services to SI. In addition, Open Text will provide its executives and thought 
leaders as contributing faculty, sharing their experience in the classroom. 

 

• The Rose Theatre, Brampton Ontario 

The City of Brampton has experienced explosive suburban growth over the last several decades.  Lost 
within this growth was the significance of Brampton’s ailing historic downtown.  In response, the City of 
Brampton made the revitalization of the downtown a priority and embarked on building Brampton’s new 
City Hall in 1990.  Building on the momentum of newly created cultural and civic amenities in the 
downtown area, a major new development called ‘Market Square” launched with plans for an 
underground parking garage, condo tower and new commercial shopping mall.  During the first phase of 
the project, the plans for the mall fell through and Brampton Council stepped in with a proposal for a new 
theatre project that would fulfill a demand for a larger performing arts centre.   

Place making - The City ensured the Theatre was not isolated and demolished an adjacent building 
creating new vistas and creating an urban plaza.  The plaza and other public realm improvements 
received $22 million or 40% of the project’s total budget.  The positioning of the theatre and new ‘Theatre 
Lane’ added the potential for double commercial frontages for existing buildings on the main arterial 
roads.  The increase in pedestrian traffic illustrates more people are coming downtown, enjoying these 
new public spaces within a unified streetscape.  

Increased Development - The theatre has contributed to the increased construction in the downtown 
core and Queen Street corridor.  This project has brought new people and more business into the area 
which is reflected in the City’s building permits figures.  Between 2004 and 2006, more than $35 million in 
building permits were issued in the downtown area with overall construction values topping $2 billion in 
2007.  The City of Brampton’s belief and encouragement of a strong arts scene within a revitalized 
downtown remained a constant throughout the development process.   

Community Benefits - According to the Rose Theatre’s statistics, the estimated percentage of Rose 
Theatre patrons who live in Brampton is 80%.  This figure suggests cultural activities are a valued asset 
to the people of Brampton.  Not surprisingly, the theatre surpassed its projected patrons in its first year of 
operations by almost 250%. Evidenced by the high number of businesses that opened in or relocated to 
downtown Brampton in the fall and spring of 2007, patrons and the community in general are enjoying the 
surrounding restaurants, cafes and other cultural venues in the area.   
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• Artscape Wychwood Barns, Toronto 

Overview 

The adaptive reuse of Toronto’s historic streetcar repair barns into a mixed-use meeting place and 
resource centre for the arts, environment and surrounding diverse communities will be completed by 
Artscape in 2008.  The Green Arts Barns will provide affordable work and live work space for artists, as 
well as not for profit arts and environmental organizations. The project also serves to animate the 
adjacent park with programs and services; provide facilities for community-based educational and 
recreational activities; preserve an important part of Toronto’s built heritage and honour the legacy of 
public transit in Canada. 

Financing 

Capital costs for the Green Arts Barns are estimated at $20m, including in-kind contributions. Funding for 
the project has been obtained through a cross-sector, private-public model including a wide range of 
sources that involve traditional cultural infrastructure funding, environmental and green funds, and a 
range of affordable housing subsidies.   

Partnership & Collaboration 

Artscape, a non-profit enterprise dedicated to best practices in culture-led regeneration, is leading the 
Green Arts Barns as a community-driven project.  Major partners include the City of Toronto, as well as 
the Stop Community Food Centre who will manage the sheltered green house/environmental education 
centre. An independent, non-profit Community Board has also been constituted and will ensure that the 
Green Arts Barns continually grows and evolves under the direction of local community stakeholders, City 
representatives, Artscape staff and building tenants. 

• 401 Richmond – Toronto, ON 

Located on downtown Toronto’s Richmond Street West, the building at 401 Richmond was purchased in 
1994 by the Zeidler family, who understood the continuous need for affordable space for artists, creative 
businesses, and community service innovators.  Margie Zeidler spearheaded the building’s adaptive 
reuse as an affordable cultural and commercial multi tenant center.  Tenants include art galleries, fashion 
designers, film makers, jewellers, architects, communication specialists, charitable organizations and 
many more.   

Today there are over 200 people and organizations on the waiting list for space in the 200,000 sq ft, 5-
storey building which not only provides space for 138 tenants but also fosters exchanges, relationships 
and collaboration among tenants through innovatively designed communal spaces and programs. 401 
Richmond extends its programming to the wider community through several exhibitions, guided tours, 
conferences and events including Doors Open Toronto, Artsweek, and the Holiday Marketplace a 
December open-house involving artisans on all five floors. 

 

Financing 

The site was purchased by the Zeidler family in 1994 for $1.5 million. Renovation and restoration costs 
are unknown.  The building is self-sustaining through rent from tenants that average $12/ square foot 
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compared with $18-$20 in the surrounding area. Rents are charged according to criteria developed by 
urbanspace that uses cross-subsidies between non-profit and for-profit tenants to keep units affordable.  

 

Governance & Partnerships 

Margaret Zeidler is President of the holding company Urbanspace Property Group, which also owns and 
operates the Gladstone Hotel and Robertson Building in Toronto. Although privately owned and operated, 
401 Richmond operates in a ‘value-based’ and ‘community-minded’ way to provide a healthy relationship 
between tenants and landlord.  While 401 Richmond is incorporated as a for-profit business, management 
charges below-market rent in order to provide affordable space for creative people and industries. 

• Evergreen Commons at the Brick Works – Toronto, ON 

Evergreen Commons at the Brickworks is envisioned as a year-round experiential learning centre and 
attraction where nature, culture and community meet.  Located on 40 acres of the former Don Valley Brick 
Works in downtown Toronto, the site will become a gateway that blends historical, ecological, geological 
and educational features. The project is now under the leadership of Evergreen, an organization 
concerned with bringing nature back into cities, which has partnered with several key stakeholders and is 
also committed to using sustainable design technologies, such as LEED standard design, and 
environmental features including green roofs.   Zoned entirely as parkland, the 40.7-acre site contains 4 
km of walking trails, natural wetlands and wildflower meadows.  The Centre will educate visitors about 
Toronto’s extensive ravine system, provide guides to Toronto’s walking and biking trails, and offer on-site 
bicycle repairs, among other activities. 

The site will include a Centre for Social Enterprise, artisan’s workspaces, a Discovery Centre, a 100,000 
sq ft nursery and demonstration garden, outdoor performance space and event facilities and will 
showcase local produce and the slow food concept with Jamie Kennedy Kitchens.  

Financing - The Brickworks capital project had a $50 million “Re-think Space” capital campaign and will 
be financed by 60% public sector sources and the remainder by private donations. The facility is planned 
to be economically self-sustaining, fed by revenues from office and event space rentals, admissions, 
events, sponsorship and parking that will cover an estimated $4 million in annual operating costs.  
Evergreen will also take a percentage from each of the program partner’s revenues. 

Partnerships &Collaboration - The land, owned by the Toronto Conservation Authority, is under a 99 
year management agreement with the City of Toronto who has given Evergreen the property for $1 a year 
in its current state, for 21 years less a day. Evergreen has partnered with a wide range of organizations 
including: 

o City of Toronto 

o Toronto and Region Conservation Authority 

o Bridgepoint Health 

o Gardiner Museum of Ceramic Art 

o Health Knowledge Lab, University of Toronto 

o Jamie Kennedy Kitchens 

o Moorelands Community Services 

o Outward Bound 
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o ReCreate, Re Use Centre for the Creative Artscape 

o YMCA of Greater Toronto
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Appendix IV 
Best Practice Approach: Four Strategic Themes  
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i. Coordination of Stakeholders 

US Best Practices: Five Rivers Arts Alliance in Maine received a community development block grant to 
address the needs of the creative economy in their region. Partners in the program include local 
businesses, economic development associations, town government, Main Street programs and post 
secondary educational institutions.  

VisionBROWARD in Florida works with local government to align policies, taxes, zoning, incentives, and 
permitting to encourage creative industries. 

Ontario Best Practices: The City of Orillia’s municipal cultural plan, Culture, Economy, Community: A 
Cultural Plan for the City of Orillia. Anchoring the plan was a Cultural Roundtable with members drawn 
from: Council and municipal staff; business leaders; a cross section of representatives of the local cultural 
sector; community and voluntary sector leaders; and representation from First Nations, among others. 
The Roundtable, supported by the City, has driven implementation of actions identified in the cultural 
plan. An early success was a Business and Culture Forum that has resulted in $110,000 in new 
sponsorship support for cultural groups and a collaborative marketing campaign for local performing arts 
groups that linked cultural groups and local business. 

 

ii. Networking and building an environment of creativity 

US Best Practices: Create Boston has a single point of contact in city hall to coordinate the mapping of 
cultural spaces and industries. They use a shift-share analysis to assess the changes in the local 
economy relative to the national economy and identify the most creative neighbourhoods 

The City of Fresno California arranges artist events, ‘networking blenders’ and hosts Mindhub a 
community listserv for creative professionals. They also coordinate MindForums a community outreach 
program and MindBlog for young professionals to discuss the creative economy. 

Ontario Best Practices: Artscape, a non-profit arts development agency based in Toronto is a nationally 
recognized leader in developing shared use facilities for creative sector professionals and enterprises. 
Artscape stresses that there are two kinds of infrastructure: hard infrastructure – the mix of workspaces, 
galleries, cafes, streets and public spaces that provide creators with hubs of interaction and support, and 
soft infrastructure - collaborative partnerships, active intermediaries, and various other platforms for 
cross-over between sectors and disciplines.  

 

iii. Nurturing creative enterprises and people 

US Best Practices: The Berkshire Creative Education subcommittee fosters relationships between 
creative economy industry professionals and local K-12 students. The State of Maine provides tax 
incentives to develop in-state creative and productive industries 

Ontario Best Practices: Prince Edward County established performance measures and indicators to 
track impacts in their creative rural economy, including a ‘market intelligence system’ to inform targeted 
marketing and advertising campaigns to grow their tourism sector. 
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iv. Marketing of place and place branding  

US Best Practices: Innovation Philadelphia has created website links to resources and information of 
interest to young professionals to retain and attract young creative talent. Providence, Rhode Island has 
targeted the design and business innovation sector as well as bio medical research to grow the creative 
economy with an understanding that the creative economy is multi-sectoral and targeted marketing efforts 
are the most effective.  

Ontario Best Practices: In 2008 the Niagara Region convened a unique economic forum dubbed 
NiagaraPalooza. One of the major challenges identified was the absence of a coherent brand for the 
region; finding the common thread that linked such a large and diverse area. A place branding program 
was undertaken to connect Niagara’s many assets into one authentic and compelling theme built on the 
area’s unique culture and identity. 
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